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Foreword
Although there is an awareness on both the technical and political
levels of the advantages of nuclear power, it is not a globally favoured
option in a sustainable energy future. A sizeable sector of public opinion
remains hesitant or opposed to its increased use, some even to a
continuation at present levels. With various groups calling for a role for
nuclear power, there is a need openly and objectively to discuss the
concerns that limit its acceptance: the perceived health effects, the
consequences of severe accidents, the disposal of high level waste and
nuclear proliferation. This brochure discusses these concerns, and also the
distinct advantages of nuclear power. Extensive comparisons with other
energy sources are made.

THE ENERGY CHALLENGE
Agenda 21 and energy
Achieving sustainable development
In June 1997, a special session of the
United Nations General Assembly examined
progress in achieving sustainable development — five years to the month after some
180 countries at the Earth Summit held in
Rio de Janeiro adopted Agenda 21 calling for
global collaboration that would:
"...halt and reverse the negative impact of
human behaviour on the physical environment and promote
environmentally
sustainable economic development in all
countries."

In dealing with energy, the Agenda 21
message (Box 1) was unambiguous: "energy
is essential to economic and social development and improved quality of life", but the

current global pattern of energy supply and
use is not sustainable. Environmentally
sound energy approaches are necessary "to
control atmospheric emissions of greenhouse
and other gases and substances."
At the June special session of the General
Assembly, the strong linkage between
sustainable development goals and environmentally sound energy supplies was underlined by heads of States and governments.
Energy has played and will continue to play
a principal role in promoting economic
growth and improved human well-being.
But, balancing the energy requirements to
ensure further social and economic progress
with environmental requirements will be no
small challenge.
The significance of today's energy
challenge led the world's seven leading
economic countries and the Russian
Federation at their July 1997 Denver Summit
to call for a ministerial meeting on energy
issues in early 1998 in Moscow, with a report

Box1

AGENDA 21 (Chapter 9, Protection of the Atmosphere)
"Energy is essential to economic and social development and improved quality of life. Much of the
world's energy, however, is currently produced and consumed in ways that could not be sustained if
technology were to remain constant and if overail quantities were to increase substantially.
The need to control atmospheric emissions of greenhouse and other gases and substances will
increasingly need to be based on efficiency in energy production, transmission, distribution and
consumption and on growing reliance on environmentally sound energy systems, particularly new and
renewable sources of energy. All energy sources will need to be used in ways that respect the
atmosphere, human health and the environment as a whole.
The existing constraints to increasing the environmentally sound energy supplies required for pursuing
the path towards sustainable development, particularly in developing countries, need to be removed."
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FIG. 1. Regional energy consumption (1995). [INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY
AGENCY, Energy, Electricity and Nuclear Power Estimates for the Period up to 2015,
July 1996 Edition, IAEA, Vienna (1996)]

of its results to be available for their mid-year
Summit. To advance the work at the global
level, the United Nations Commission on
Sustainable Development will focus on
energy issues at its ninth session in the year
2001. Preparations for that session will be
initiated in 1999 through an intergovernmental group of experts on energy and
sustainable development.

Rising energy consumption
The substantial increase in global energy
consumption in the coming decades will be
driven principally by the developing world.
Today's developing countries, with some
three quarters of the world's inhabitants,

consume only one fourth of global energy.
Current annual per capita energy consumption differs markedly by country and region
(Fig. 1). Canada, in the high energy use
region of North America, has a per capita
consumption close to 8 tonnes of oil equivalent (toe), which is eight times greater than
Brazil, where consumption is fifteen times
more than in the United Republic of
Tanzania or in Bangladesh.
Strong economic growth in many
developing countries is already leading to
sharp increases in per capita energy
consumption. Consumption will continue to
rise, driven also by the projected two-fold
expansion in world population during the
21st century that will occur overwhelmingly
in the developing regions. Although progress
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FIG. 2. World population projections. [UNITED NATIONS, World Population
Projections, UN, New York, NY (1996)]

is evident in restraining global population
growth, currently at 80 million per year, the
medium projection from the United Nations
World Population Prospects: 1996 Revision

(Fig. 2) forecasts a 50% increase by the
middle of the next century, with India
probably exceeding China's projected more
than 1.5 billion population, and populations
greater than 250 million inhabiting Brazil,
Indonesia, Nigeria and Pakistan. Half of the
world's people now live in intensive energy
consuming urban areas and this percentage
will increase as urbanization in some
regions expands to include 80% of the
population.
A 1995 study carried out by the World
Energy Council (WEC) — a leading nongovernmental voice in energy matters —

and the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA) considered three
global energy scenarios for the next century:
a high, middle and ecologically driven low
economic growth scenario (Fig. 3). The study
projects by mid-century a range of energy
demand increase from some 50% for the low
economic growth case to more than 250% for
the high growth case, with the latter showing
a 50% increase before 2020.
The United States Department of Energy
(DOE) in its recently released International
Energy Outlook 1997 projects a 54% increase
in global energy demand as early as 2015 —
less than 18 years from now — some half of
this being due to rising demand in the newly
emerging Asian economies, including China
and India. It warns that if the transport sector
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FIG. 3. Global energy scenarios. [WORLD ENERGY COUNCIL and INTERNATIONAL
INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, Global Energy Perspectives to 2050 and
Beyond, WEC, London (1995)]

demand in China follows that seen in
Thailand and the Republic of Korea, the
projected energy demand could be dramatically underestimated.

Environmental releases
The five years since the Rio conference
have solidified the international consensus
that the persistent heavy global dependence
on fossil sources with their environmental
releases — noxious gases, toxic substances
and greenhouse gas emissions — is having
serious local and global consequences.
Globally, fossil fuels provide 87% of
commercial primary energy. Nuclear power
and hydroelectric — sources with limited

environmental releases — each contribute
some 6%. The non-hydroelectric renewables
— solar, wind, geothermal and biomass —
that are subsequently referred to simply as
renewables, constitute less than 1% of the
energy supply.
One third of commercial primary energy
is consumed in electricity generation, with
fossil fuels also having a dominating 63%
share (Fig. 4). The nuclear power and
hydroelectric shares are 17% and 19% respectively, with renewable systems again less
than 1%.
Environmental

pollutants

There has been progress in the ability to
reduce environmental pollutants — the
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FIG. 4. Fossil dominance in energy and electricity supply. [INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY, Energy, Electricity and
Nuclear Power Estimates for the Period up to 2015, July 1996
Eddition, IAEA, Vienna (1996)]

noxious gases and toxic substances emitted
particularly from coal and oil plants —
through costly pollution abatement technologies such as desulphurizers, nitrous oxide
reducers and precipitators. But globally there
remain serious environmental and health
impacts through persistent releases. In
developed countries the general picture is
one of decreasing noxious gas and toxic
substance releases while in developing countries, as a result particularly of increasing
energy use and the high up-front cost of
abatement techniques, the picture is one of
increasing releases.
Urban pollution in today's developing
countries, with their heavy reliance on fossil
fuels and rapidly increasing transport
emissions, is reaching harmful levels. The
World Health Organization (WHO) in its

1997 report on Health and Environment in
Sustainable Development estimates that
suspended particulate matter alone from
energy generation and use is responsible for
more than 500 000 premature deaths per year
from ambient urban air pollution. The health
effects of the environmental pollutants are
examined further in Section 2.
Globally, the large quantities of fossil fuel
waste containing toxic substances, particularly from coal combustion, pose a long term
problem in relation to water quality and
food chain contamination. It is becoming
increasingly common to categorize this waste
as hazardous. A single 1000 MW(e) coal plant
produces large quantities of waste, annually
around 320 000 tonnes of ash containing
400 tonnes of toxic heavy metals. Pollution
abatement techniques for sulphur alone can
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produce an additional 500 000 tonnes of
wastes containing toxic substances.

Greenhouse gas emissions
There has been little progress in reducing
the fossil fuel greenhouse gas emissions that
are forecast to lead to atmospheric warming
with global and regional climate change.
Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and
nitrous oxides (NOX) are the principal greenhouse gases arising from human activities,
mainly from fossil fuel burning, changes in
land use and agriculture. Carbon dioxide is
the single most important greenhouse gas,
with fossil fuels responsible for some 75%
of human-made emissions. There is no

economically viable technology on the
horizon to abate or segregate the enormous
quantities of global CO2 emissions —
nearing 25 billion tonnes annually.
While CO2 emissions have stabilized or
marginally decreased over the past few years
in some developed countries, as a result
partly of sluggish economies and a shift from
coal to gas, the overwhelming majority
of signatories to the 1992 Framework
Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) who
are committed to limiting their greenhouse
gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000
will not meet their goal. In its 1997 Report
No. 6 on Climate Change Negotiations, the

WEC states that by 2000 about half of the
developed countries could exceed their 1990
level of greenhouse gas emissions by more
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FIG. 5. Global CO 2 emissions. [BRITISH PETROLEUM, Statistical Review of World
Energy, BP, London (1996)]
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than 10%. In its recent Statement to the Third
Conference of the Parties to the FCCC it
reports that they are currently in aggregate
about 8% above their 1990 levels.
The WEC projects in a September 1997
Ten Point Statement that the European Union
(EU), where emissions in 1996 had actually
fallen slightly from their 1990 level, will
probably exceed that level in 2000 by at least
6%. Of equal importance, the present
developing countries account for a rapidly
rising share of world emissions, from 29% in
1990 to over 36% today, evolving to about
50% by 2020 and rising further through the
next century.
The 1997 DOE energy outlook similarly
forecasts high global CO2 emissions that in
2015 will be 61% above 1990 levels, with two
thirds of the increase from the developing
countries as they use fossil fuels to provide
for expanding energy needs (Fig. 5). Against
this forecast, it is evident that reductions in
global emissions would require major efforts
in both developed and developing countries.

1990

2010

Atmospheric CO2 concentrations
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), a scientific body jointly
established in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the
United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) to deal with climate change,
reported in their 1995 Second Assessment
Report that with a continuation of current
global levels of greenhouse emissions the
atmospheric CO2 concentration — which in
pre-industrial times had a level of 280 parts
per million by volume (ppmv) — has risen to
a current 360 ppmv and would reach about
500 ppmv by 2100. The 30% increase to-date
of 80 ppmv from the pre-industrial level is
believed to be a major contributor to the
measured global mean surface temperature
increase of between 0.3°C and 0.6°C.
The IPCC mid-range emission scenario
IS92a, which assumes rising levels of energy
demand and greenhouse emissions, projects
a 700 ppmv CO2 concentration by 2100

2030
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FIG. 6. CO 2 concentrations to 2100 (IS92a Scenario). [INTERNATIONAL PANEL ON
CLIMATE CHANGE, Climate Change 1995, IPCC, Geneva (1995)]
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(Fig. 6) and an additional increase in surface
temperature between 1°C and 3.5°C. Such an
increase would have significant environmental consequences, including effects on
ocean sea levels and regional precipitation,
resulting in a wide range of social and
economic impacts. According to the IPCC,
over the past 100 years the global sea level is
estimated to have risen between 10 and
25 cm, with a projected further rise between
15 and 95 cm for an additional 1°C to 3.5°C
surface temperature increase.
Carbon dioxide, with a residence time of
some 100 years, is removed from the atmosphere only slowly through natural processes.
As a result, projections by the IPCC show
that stabilization at the current concentration
of 360 ppmv could only be achieved through
an immediate reduction in CO2 emissions by
some 50 to 70%, with further reductions to
follow — an entirely unrealistic scenario. The
difficulty in stabilizing atmospheric CO2
concentrations was underlined by the
Chairman of the IPCC, who has pointed out
that the 1997 IPCC Technical Paper No. 4 on
Implications

of

Proposed

CO2

Emission

Limitations demonstrates that even with
continuous reductions as high as 2%
annually in the developed countries from
1990 onwards, global CO2 concentrations
would not stabilize during the next century
for their mid-range IS92a emission scenario.
This recent technical paper emphasizes
that all currently proposed protocols for
CO2 mitigation would not lead to even
approaching global stabilization except for
some scenarios which assume a very low
economic growth of somewhat over 1% and
little global population increase during the
next century. Achieving stabilization is not
likely in the decades to come. All that can be
realistically accomplished is a slowing of the
rate of increase of global atmospheric CO2
concentration to allow ecosystem adaptation

8

to climate change. Today's continuing high
emissions are likely to cause more rapid
climate change that could require more
dramatic emission reductions in the future to
reach stabilization.

Energy mix strategies
A shift from fossil fuels
To limit environmental pollution and to
slow the rate of increase of CO2 concentration, responsive long term energy mix
strategies exploiting the maximum potential
of non-greenhouse gas emitting energy
sources need to be developed and implemented as rapidly as possible. The future
energy mix that evolves will depend not only
on environmental considerations, but also on
economic, technological, supply and political
factors. It is generally accepted that for many
decades fossil fuels will continue to be the
major energy source, with natural gas, the
lowest fossil fuel greenhouse gas emitter,
increasing its share. Countries having or
exporting fossil fuels cannot easily turn away
from their use and likewise the economically
dynamic countries of Asia cannot radically
shift from fossil fuels towards uncertain and
currently costly renewables for their growing
baseload power needs.
The 1995 WEC and IIASA middle
economic growth Case B Scenario projects at
mid-century more than a two-fold increase in
fossil fuel consumption and a continuing
fossil dominance with a two thirds share of
global energy — some 20% less than today —
with nuclear power and renewables including hydroelectric each more than doubling
their current 6% shares (Fig. 7).
National and regional factors govern each
country's energy mix (Fig. 8). They differ
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FIG. 7. Projected global energy mix. [WORLD ENERGY COUNCIL and
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS,
Global Energy Perspectives to 2050 and Beyond, WEC, London (1995)]

considerably today and they will in the
future. Today China is 98% dependent on
fossil fuels, while France and Sweden have
reduced their dependence to some 50% and
35% respectively through their use of nuclear
and hydroelectric power.
On the global level, difficult policy
decisions to foster a reduced reliance on
fossil fuel lie ahead. While there is little
consensus on how to proceed, there is
general support for cost effective energy
efficiency techniques to slow down demand,
and on the supply side an endorsement of an
increased use of renewables. Both efforts are

necessary, but they have limited potential
over the near term. In the industrialized
countries, the significant energy efficiency
gains seen over the past two decades, such as
in the industrial and residential sectors, may
not continue at the same level.
The supply potential of renewables is
difficult to assess since they are only
emerging technologies and currently not
suitable for meeting large baseload energy
demand. With differing relevance for the
various renewables, technological improvements are needed and basic challenges exist
in reducing costs, improving efficiency and
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reliability, solving energy storage problems
and integrating the technologies into existing
energy systems.

energy supply by 2020, this figure including
a 2% non-commercial energy share. Hydroelectric has already been extensively
developed in Europe and North America —
some 50% of the estimated maximum
economic potential. Its greatest potential lies
The prospects of renewables
primarily in Asia, South America and Africa,
Both the WEC and the International where the trend will likely be towards small
Energy Agency (IEA) of the OECD predict capacity units as concerns grow about the
that non-hydroelectric renewables will not be damaging environmental and social impacts
economically competitive for large scale pro- of large dams. The hydroelectric share is foreduction in the foreseeable future and that cast to remain around the current 6% level.
they will play no more than a limited role in
The ecologically driven low economic
the decades to come. The WEC Message for Case C Scenario (Box 2) in the 1995 WEC and
1997 indicates that even with adequate IIASA study which focuses on a shift away
support and subsidies the share of renew- from fossil fuels considers a major share of
ables could reach only 5-8% of primary energy supply from renewables, in one
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Box 2

WEC/IIASA CHARACTERIZATION
OF THE CASE C SCENARIO
"Case C (Ecologically Driven) is the most
challenging. It is optimistic about technology and
geopolitics, but unlike Case A (High Economic
Growth), assumes unprecedented aggressive
international cooperation focused explicitly on
environmental protection and international equity.
The future described by Case C includes a broad
portfolio of environmental control technologies
and policies including incentives to encourage
energy producers and consumers to utilize
energy more efficiently and carefully, "green"
taxes, international environmental and economic
agreements, and technology transfer. It reflects
substantial resource transfers from industrialized
to developing countries, spurring growth in the
South. These include stringent international
environmental taxes or incentives, which recycle
funds from the OECD to developing countries."

variant some 39% by 2050 and as much as
81% by 2100. A second variant assumes a
somewhat smaller renewable contribution
with nuclear power assisting the shift away
from fossil fuels through a 33% contribution
to global electricity needs by 2050 and some
38% by 2100. However, the ecologically
driven scenario — as with any scenario that
assumes a huge shift away from fossil fuels
principally through renewables and an
extremely low energy demand — requires an
unlikely rapid reorientation of the global
energy system focused explicitly on the
environment and on developing countries.
The WEC and IIASA study, in addressing
today's realities, concludes that:
"There is little sign in current energy
policies around the world or the behavior
of energy consumers that the conditions
required to bring about Case C are realistic
as of now."

The nuclear power potential
Current situation
The 6% nuclear power contribution to
global primary energy supply is almost
entirely in the rapidly increasing electricity
sector, where 17% of global electricity is
generated by some 440 nuclear power
reactors in 32 countries. There are 36 units
currently under construction in 14 countries.
The first commercial nuclear power reactor
began operation some 40 years ago, with a
rapid expansion in reactor units taking place
during the 1970s and early 1980s.
In terms of the total quantity of nuclear
electricity generated (Fig. 9), the five largest
producers are the USA, France, Japan,
Germany and the Russian Federation.
Globally, the nuclear share of electricity is
more than 20% in 19 countries. Regionally in
1996, western Europe with a 33% share had
the highest percentage of nuclear electricity
— the nuclear share in France, Belgium and
Sweden being 77, 57 and 52% respectively.
Two large nuclear power units in Lithuania
supplied almost 85% of the country's
electricity requirements.
With a continuation of the current trend,
the next century will see global electricity
demand grow faster than overall energy
demand as electricity provides the greatest
flexibility in use at the point of consumption
(Fig. 10). Already Turkey, an example of a
rapidly industrializing developing country,
has seen its electricity capacity increase
ten-fold in the past 25 years from
some 2200 megawatts electric (MW(e)) to
21 000 MW(e). The 1997 DOE energy outlook
report projects a possible 75% global
increase in electricity demand from 1995 to
2015 — equivalent to 1500 new 1000 MW(e)
plants.
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Although nuclear power is currently a
significant source of global electricity
supply, there is no consensus concerning its
future role. While nuclear power stagnates
in much of Europe and in North America, it
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40

continues as a strong option in some Asian
countries. Economics and security of supply
have been principal considerations in the
choice of nuclear power along with an
awareness of its environmental benefits —
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from mining to waste disposal and decommissioning it produces remarkably little
environmental pollution and greenhouse
gas emissions. These three factors — economics, security of supply and environmental considerations — will determine the long
term role of nuclear power in a sustainable
energy future.

Some forecasts
All three energy scenarios of the 1995
WEC and IIASA study — as well as those
developed by the IPCC for its climate change
studies — assume a very significant nuclear
power contribution over the next few
decades, but the assumptions for nuclear
power after 2020 vary considerably owing to
the current uncertainty about its future. For
the six variants in the study, the range of the
nuclear power contribution varies from a
twenty-fold increase to a total phase-out by
the end of the next century (Fig. 11).

1995

2000

The call for a nuclear role
Various groups dealing with energy have
recognized the nuclear power potential for
reducing the environmental burden from
energy production. The IPCC maintains that
there is a potential vital role for nuclear
power, particularly in the electricity sphere.
Its 1996 Technical Paper 1, in examining
options to reduce greenhouse emissions
by switching to non-fossil fuel sources,
states:
"Nuclear energy could replace baseload
fossil fuel electricity in many parts of the
world if generally acceptable responses can
be found to concerns such as reactor safety,
radioactive waste transport and disposal,
and nuclear proliferation."

It foresees non-electrical applications for
nuclear power, such as industrial processes
and district heating, and in the longer term
for hydrogen production.

2010

2015

FIG. 10. Global energy and electricity growth (1996). [IAEA]
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FIG. 11. Projected nuclear capacity for six variants. [WORLD ENERGY COUNCIL and
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, Global Energy
Perspectives to 2050 and Beyond, WEC, London (1995)]

The concerns restraining the growth of
nuclear power noted in the IPCC Technical
Paper (Box 3) are echoed in the 1995 WEC
and IIASA study:
"Today it is not clear how and by which
technologies the current problems facing
nuclear energy may be resolved. What
actually happens will depend on how
safety, waste disposal, and proliferation
concerns are resolved, and whether the
green house debate adds increasing
importance to nuclear energy's 'carbon
benignness'. Consequently, after 2020
completely different nuclear futures may

14

unfold varying from an almost five-fold
expansion between 1990 and 2050 to a
20 percent decline."

The WEC in its recent Message for 1997
advocates:
"Establishing conditions under which
nuclear energy could make an increased
contribution to energy supply. This means
securing high safety performance and good
operating practices, and demonstrating
that nuclear waste can be managed safely.
The nuclear industry needs to ensure that
these facts are communicated successfully

The Energy Challenge

Box 3

IPCC TECHNICAL PAPER 1 (1996)
Projected levelized costs of baseload electricity by the turn of the century
indicate that nuclear power will remain an option in several countries with
plants in operation and under construction.
New designs, such as modular high temperature gas cooled reactors are
being developed to provide increased safety and improved economic
performance through reduced construction lead times and reduced operation
and maintenance costs.
Other concepts are being developed with the objective of enhancing the use
of nuclear power for non-electrical applications, such as process and district
heat, and in the longer term, nuclear energy could be deployed for hydrogen
production.

and are comprehended by the general
public."

A distinctly supportive message emerged
from the leaders of the seven leading
economic countries and the Russian
Federation at the Nuclear Safety and Security
Summit held in Moscow during April 1996. It
declares:
"We are ready to co-operate among ourselves so that the use of nuclear energy is
conducted all over the world consistently
with fundamental principles of nuclear
safety. Further, we are committed to
measures which will enable nuclear power,
already a significant contributor to
electricity supply in those countries
choosing to exploit it, to continue in the
next century to play an important role in
meeting future energy demands consistent
with the goal of sustainable development
agreed at the Rio Conference."

Addressing nuclear concerns
With energy generating plant lifetimes
expected to exceed 50 years, plants built
during the next few decades will remain in
operation into the latter part of the next
century. Consequently, near term efforts and
decisions will have an important impact on
the long term global response to the Agenda
21 call for environmentally sustainable
development. Exploiting the maximum
potential of the few energy sources that have
limited environmental releases would be
desirable.
When nuclear power is dismissed as a
contributor to sustainable development, this
decision, as already noted, is often said to be
due to public concerns about safety, waste
disposal and the proliferation of nuclear
weapons. Clearly, in view of nuclear power's
contribution to date and its significant
potential, these concerns deserve fuller
consideration.
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NUCLEAR POWER FACTS
Radiation and
toxic pollutant effects
Radiation exposures
The fear of radiation health effects,
particularly from severe accidents and
radioactive waste, is central to public
concerns about nuclear power activities. A
better public understanding of radiation and
of the radiation exposure continually
encountered in everyday life is fundamental

to a balanced view of the health impacts of
nuclear power.
Radiation is a fact of everyday life.
Radioactive elements have been an integral
part of the human environment since the
universe was created 15 billion years ago.
Radiation is a natural component of the air
we breathe, of the earth we walk on, of the
homes we live in, of the food we eat and of
human tissues and bones. We are continuously exposed to cosmic radiation, particularly at higher elevations and during air
travel.
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FIG. 12. Annual individual radiation exposure (2.7 mSv total). [UNITED NATIONS
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE ON THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC RADIATION, Effects and
Risks of Ionizing Radiation, UN, New York, NY (1993)]
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On a global average, it is natural background radon gas released from the earth
that accounts for almost 49% of the radiation
exposure which an individual receives
annually (Fig. 12). Additional natural background exposure from cosmic radiation and
radioactive materials in the earth and
internal to our body accounts for somewhat
more than 40%. The remaining 11% is
human-made exposures almost totally due to
medical diagnostic X rays and therapeutic
radiation. Radioactive material from past
nuclear test explosions amounts to a small
0.2% and all routine nuclear power related
activities a minimal 0.006%.
Natural background radiation is location
dependent. Many of the millions of
Europeans living in the high radon gas
locations in Austria, Finland, France, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom (Fig. 13)
receive 10-20 times the global average
natural background exposure received by
residents of New York City, where radon gas
levels are significantly lower. Even these high
radiation exposures are further exceeded in
some localized areas, as in parts of Brazil and
India, where the individual exposure is more
than one hundred times the global average
and more than one million times the exposure
from nuclear power related activities.
The radioactive atmospheric and ground
contamination from the 1986 Chernobyl
accident led to widely varying increases in
individual exposures. But even for this
situation, a comparison with normal daily
background exposure provides some perspective. As the Chernobyl accident affected
areas are in relatively low radon gas environments, the current daily individual radiation
exposure — even of those living in the areas
of highest contamination — is below the
daily exposure levels of the many hundreds
of thousands of people living in the high
radon gas locations of Europe.

In fact, for the overwhelming majority of
those who at the time of the accident lived in
the highest contaminated areas and who will
continue to live there, the accumulated total
lifetime radiation exposure will be less than
the accumulated total lifetime exposure of
those Europeans living in high radon gas
locations (Fig. 14). Although still small,
during a lifetime the possibility of radiation
induced health effects would on average be
greater for the high radon exposed inhabitants of Europe than for the Chernobyl
exposed populations.

Radiation health effects
The biological effects of radiation are
dependent on the amount of exposure. Very
high exposures can damage and kill a
sufficient number of cells to destroy organs
and cause a breakdown in vital body
functions, leading to severe disability or
death within a short time. Their effects are
well documented. On the other hand, very
low level radiation related health effects
cannot be identified since they would occur
principally as cancers late in life, leading to
premature deaths by several years. They
would be an undetectable fraction of the
anticipated 20% of populations that die of
cancer due to other causes — the 20% value
itself varying by several percentage points
for differing populations as a result of
specific environmental, dietary and genetic
influences.
To study long term health effects, the
Radiation Effects Research Foundation
(RERF) in Hiroshima has carried out over the
past five decades an extensive investigation
of the Japanese survivors of the 1945
atomic bomb explosions at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Some 87 000 people who received
relatively high radiation exposures have
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been continuously monitored. Contrary to
initial expectations of high numbers of
radiation induced cancer deaths, the study
projects some 600 deaths, in addition to some
16 000 anticipated cancer deaths due to other
causes for this Japanese population — a 0.7%
increase in the anticipated cancer death rate.
The expected several-year loss in the average
life expectancy will not materialize as above
average health care for the survivors through
early diagnosis and treatment of medical
disorders, including cancer, is leading to
increased longevity.
The RERF study has been used to
extrapolate effects for very small exposures
close to zero above the natural background

radiation exposure. As exposure decreases,
the likelihood of radiation induced cancer
death is assumed to decrease linearly,
reaching zero only at zero exposure above
the background. Some scientists are critical
of this type of extrapolation, assuming that a
natural threshold exists for radiation effects,
with very small incremental doses above a
significantly larger natural background
exposure posing no risk at all.
Radiation from nuclear activities
There has been no credible documentation of health effects associated with routine
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operation of commercial nuclear facilities
anywhere in the world. Widely accepted
investigations, such as the comprehensive
1990 National Institutes of Health (NIH)
study of some one million cancer deaths in
people living near nuclear power plants
in the USA, demonstrate no correlation
between cancer deaths and plant operations.
Investigations carried out in Canada, France,
Japan and the United Kingdom support the
NIH results. A number of widely publicized
studies reporting a linkage of radiation from
nuclear power activities to occupational or
public health consequences, such as the
Sellafield occupational exposure study
published in 1990 have been shown to be
incorrect.
Comprehensive studies carried out by the
European Union of various cancer types
show the wide variability in cancer rates
throughout Europe, which are probably due
to environmental, dietary and genetic
influences. High male leukaemia incidence is
found in non-nuclear power countries such
as Denmark, Ireland and Italy as well as in
nuclear power countries such as France and
Germany (Fig. 15).
In considering health effects from nuclear
power activities, any postulated risks from
low level radiation exposures must be put
into perspective with the known risks from
the toxic pollutants released from other
terms of energy production. Unfortunately
the task of comparison is difficult, as there is
vastly more scientific information about
health effects from radiation than from the
various toxic pollutants.

Toxic pollutant health effects
Fossil fuel combustion produces, in
addition to CO2, noxious gases and a wide
range of toxic pollutants that are the largest

source of atmospheric pollution. In general,
the level of pollution depends on the
quantity of non-combustible material
contained in the fuel, natural gas having the
lowest level followed by oil and coal. The
pollution potential is also dependent on the
combustion technology and pollution
controls used.
The combustion of coal always produces
gaseous nitrous oxides. Sulphur impurities
are emitted as gaseous sulphur dioxide.
Inorganic impurities are released as a wide
range of metals including radioactive
elements; the volatile heavy metals such as
mercury are emitted as vapour, while others
such as cadmium and lead remain mostly in
the ash residue. The incomplete burning of
coal that always occurs adds black smoke —
finely divided carbon and hydrocarbon
particles known as particulate matter —
along with carbon monoxide and a wide
range of organic compounds.
Health effects from energy related
pollutants, as with radiation, are exposure
dependent. For high levels of toxic pollutant
exposure there is no doubt about the
potential health effects (Box 4). Acute
respiratory disorders are well documented
for high levels of atmospheric pollution, as
are a number of respiratory disorders at
more moderate levels. Heavy metal ingestion
can cause a wide range of substance specific
health disorders. Arsenic-containing coal
used in the Czech Republic for many years
caused high levels of contamination, and
arsenic specific health effects have been
documented in children living in affected
areas.
As with radiation, there are formidable
difficulties in demonstrating a connection
between continuous exposures to low levels
of pollutants in air, food or water and long
term health effects that occur years later as
additional illnesses including cancer. The
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Box 4

HEALTH EFFECTS FROM FOSSIL FUEL RELEASES
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) — respiratory disorders, impaired breathing
Nitrous oxide (NOX) — respiratory disorders, infections, pulmonary diseases
Carbon monoxide (CO) — fatal angina, various other effects
Ozone (O3) — respiratory disorders, impaired breathing, asthma, edema
Particulate matter (PM10) — various toxic particle (organic matter, carbon,
mineral dusts, metal oxides and sulphates and nitrate salts) effects, main
mortality factor due to fossil fuels
Toxic substances, heavy metals — specific substance effects

higher overall death rates observed in areas
with persistent atmospheric pollution,
particularly from cardiovascular and
pulmonary disorders, is a strong indicator
that long term health effects from continuous
low level exposures do develop. The WHO,
in its 1997 report on sustainable development, estimates that deaths due to indoor
and outdoor air pollution from energy activities account for 6% of the total 50 million
annual global deaths.
The multiple indirect health effects from
energy related environmental pollution are
even more difficult to assess. Acidification of
land areas and waters can result in damage
to both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. It
can affect the mobility in the ecosystem of
some heavy metals such as mercury. Lake
acidity and increased mercury concentrations in lakes are factors that influence the
quantity of mercury accumulating in fish
and entering the human food chain.

A misconception
Although ongoing exposure to fossil fuel
related toxic pollutants through polluted air
and contaminated water and food is a daily
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experience, there is a widely held public
belief that nuclear power presents the greater
health risk. Extreme concerns about
radiation are demonstrated by a common
conviction that plutonium — in spent fuel
and from reprocessing — can be significantly
more harmful than toxic pollutants, with
some people believing it is the most
hazardous substance on earth. Plutonium is
not very radioactive — as a long lived
material with a half-life of more than
24 000 years it decays very slowly. Its
radiation cannot penetrate even a sheet of
paper. As it is not highly soluble in most
forms, it is not very hazardous when small
quantities are ingested in liquids, where the
major portion passes unabsorbed through
the body.
In fact, plutonium can be extremely
hazardous to health only when finely
dispersed in sufficient concentration and
inhaled, when — as with very small particles
of inhaled toxic pollutants — it passes
through the lung tissue into the blood.
Fortunately, a scenario to disperse sufficient
amounts of plutonium, which is transported
in strong structural containers, into the
atmosphere to cause significant health effects
in populations would be extremely difficult.
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Containment
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FIG. 16. Protective barriers.

By contrast, many of today's energy related
toxic pollutants, including easily inhaled
particulates that are the main mortality factor
due to fossil fuels, have high potential health
effects.

Safety and severe accidents
The safety concept
Nuclear power plants are generally built
to high safety standards. Nevertheless, there
have been two serious accidents. The first
occurred in 1979 at Three Mile Island (TMI)
in a widely used reactor type, resulting in
serious reactor core damage, but inconsequential environmental releases. The second
occurred seven years later in 1986 at
Chernobyl in a unique reactor type used only
in the former Soviet Union, resulting in
serious environmental consequences.

Many lessons have been learned from
these two events. The Chernobyl accident
brought out a failing in the graphite reactor
design which permitted a rapid power
escalation under an abnormal operational
condition. The loss of coolant water flow that
occurred did not lead to an immediate
automatic shutdown, which is a requirement
for other reactor types. Most importantly,
the environmental consequences of the
Chernobyl accident compared with the
negligible consequences of the TMI accident
confirmed the importance of the principal
reactor safety concept that incorporates three
protection barriers to prevent environmental
radioactive releases (Fig. 16).
The first protection barrier, the ceramic
fuel and its cladding, retains the radioactive
products of the nuclear fission process. The
second, the strong metallic primary circuit
consisting of the reactor vessel and connecting pipes, retains radioactive material
released in the event of fuel damage. The
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final and ultimate barrier, typified by a large
cylindrical containment structure of prestressed concrete enclosing the reactor
primary system — many with inside steel
liners and some with a double walled
concept as used in the large number of
French standardized plants — retains
radioactive material that could be released
from a primary circuit failure. It was the lack
of a sufficient containment barrier in the
Chernobyl design which led to the serious
environmental consequences.
Containment designs also consider
external events. Experiments to simulate
direct hits from jet aircraft, carried out with
high speed projectiles fired into walls of
concrete and steel, demonstrate little
damage. Containment damage from all
postulated severe accidents would be in the
form of structural cracks allowing only
minimal environmental releases.

The impact of Chernobyl
The consequences of the disastrous
Chernobyl accident remain a focus of
concern. Some 6% of the radioactive contents
of the reactor core was released into the
atmosphere, with radioactive iodine and
caesium of greatest relevance to human
health.
The accident resulted in 31 short term
deaths, with 28 due to extremely high
radiation exposures. An additional 106
people experienced serious radiation effects.
Some 200 000 workers, known as liquidators,
involved in cleanup activities during 1986
and 1987, received average exposures of
twice the yearly permitted occupational
exposure and similar to the exposure
received every year by individuals in high
radon areas of Europe. A few thousand
received more than ten times the permitted
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occupational exposure and several dozen
workers received exposures considerably
higher. The total number of listed liquidators
eventually rose to more than 600 000, with
most of the additional individuals receiving
limited exposures.
Of the some 116 000 inhabitants evacuated from the 30 km exclusion zone around
the Chernobyl site, 95% received less than
the average for the initial group of liquidators. The more than 400 000 residents
living in areas that were classified as strict
control zones received significantly less than
that, their exposure occurring principally
during the early months following the
accident.
For the 1 116 000 total individuals in the
three major groups (600 000 liquidators,
116 000 exclusion zone evacuees and 400 000
residents of strict control zones) who
received by far the highest exposure from the
Chernobyl releases, the predicted long term
radiation induced cancer deaths and
normally non-fatal thyroid cancers are
reported in the proceedings of a 1996 international conference co-sponsored by the
IAEA, WHO and the European Union. The
report projects some 3500 radiation induced
cancer deaths, mainly late in life, in addition
to some 200 000 anticipated cancer deaths
from other sources — somewhat more than a
0.3% increase in the cancer death rate. The
estimate is consistent with the atomic bomb
survivor studies, which project a 0.7%
increase for the survivors who received a
larger as well as a more harmful rapid
radiation exposure.
The single radiation related health impact
that has been observed to date is a sharp
increase in thyroid cancers among children
exposed to short lived radioactive iodine.
Some 800 cases in children under 15, three of
which were fatal, were documented by 1996,
with the total incidence of this treatable
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TABLE 1. LONG TERM HEALTH EFFECTS OF CHERNOBYL
Number of
people
Emergency workers
Liquidators (nationwide)
Evacuated 1986
Residents in the high zone
Infants 1986 (up to 4 years)

1 000
650 000
115 000
300 000
1 000 000

Cancer deaths
from other causes

Cancer deaths
from radiation
(increase)

180
90 000
17 000
40 000

20 (2.0%)
2 000 (0.3%)
400 (0.3%)
1 000 (0.3%)

a

b

Fifty thyroid cancers (treatable).
Several thousand thyroid cancers (treatable).
Source: One Decade after Chernobyl: Summarizing the Consequences of the Accident (Proc. Conf.
Vienna, 1996), IAEA, Vienna, (1996).

illness projected to rise to several thousand.
There is no evidence to date of an increased
incidence of other malignancies including
leukaemia, the most sensitive indicator of
radiation induced effects (Table I).
Numerous reports of cancer deaths of
people living in the contaminated zones of
Belarus, the Russian Federation and Ukraine
and among liquidators have not been
substantiated. Significant mental health
disorders could be a consequence of the
accident's broad and severe psychological,
economic and social impact. The effects of
measures intended to limit radiation
exposure, causing lifestyle changes through
resettlements, changes in food supplies and
restrictions in activities, were compounded
by a generally deteriorating larger economic
and social environment.
There were short term environmental
impacts, including lethal exposures to
coniferous trees and some small mammals
within a 10 km zone around the reactor site.
The natural environment had begun to
recover visibly by 1989 and sustained

impacts on ecosystems have not been
observed. An evaluation of long term
hereditary effects in plants or animals will
take many more years. No statistically
meaningful hereditary effects have ever been
observed as a result of human exposure to
significant levels of radiation.

Some nuclear power facts
How likely is another serious environmental release? There are currently 15
Chernobyl type nuclear power plants that
have operated on average for about 17 years
each. Although some may be shut down
early, others may operate at least through
their 30 year design life. More plants of this
type are not expected to be built. With the
exception of some of the early Soviet
designed units, the remaining 420 nuclear
power plants in the world have structural
containments around the principal reactor
primary system components. There has been
a large ongoing global co-operative effort to
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Box 5
SOME ADVANCED DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
•
•
•
•
•

Evolutionary — iarge size (1400 MW(e)), improved reliability, enhanced safety
features
Smaller and simpler — medium size (600 MW(e)), simplified systems, passive
safety features
Modular gas cooled — variable size (200-400 MW(e)), helium coolant, inherent
fuel safety
High temperature gas cooled — large size (1000 MW(e)), high efficiency, helium
coolant, inherent fuei safety
Innovative — new concepts, passive safety features

improve the safety of all operating Soviet
designed plants that has included significant
modernization of instrumentation and
equipment.
There are already more than 8000 reactoryears of accumulated operational experience
worldwide, equivalent to an average of
20 years of operation for each nuclear power
unit. Building on this large experience base,
today's reactors incorporate improved safety
measures and are designed to rule out an
environmental release in the case of a severe
accident. Designers believe the newest plants
would suffer no more than one severe core
damage accident in 100 000 reactor-years of
operation and this without a subsequent
environmental release.

Advanced designs
Advanced nuclear power plants with an
even smaller severe accident possibility are
under development. The full spectrum of
advanced designs ranges from evolutionary
types with enhanced safety features to
entirely new designs which introduce innovative safety concepts. The new concepts
include passive — sometimes referred to as
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inherent — safety features based on natural
convection coolant flow, making safety less
dependent on active components such as
pumps and valves and on human performance. A high temperature helium gas
cooled reactor with a unique fuel design has
been developed and operated. It employs
spherical fuel particles coated with layers of
ceramic that remain intact and retain
virtually all fission products at temperatures
as high as 1600°C. Any fuel failure during
severe accident conditions would be gradual
and a rapid release of fission products would
not occur (Box 5).

Global nuclear safety culture
Over the years a global nuclear safety
culture has evolved through international
collaborative efforts to strengthen safety
worldwide. Binding international agreements, codes of practice, non-binding safety
standards and guides along with international review and advisory services now
exist.
A Convention on Nuclear Safety entered

into force in October 1996. At the first
Meeting of the Parties to take place in
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April 1999, national safety reports covering
civil nuclear power operations will be examined and a summary report of findings made
available. The recent updating of the international regime for civil liability for nuclear
damage that includes a Convention on
Supplementary Funding along with the new
Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel
Management and on the Safety of Radioactive

Waste Management is further evidence of the
growing infrastructure of legal and other
commitments that bind countries in nuclear
safety matters (Box 6).
Nevertheless, the most convincing
demonstration of the adequacy of the global
nuclear safety culture will be the performance of existing plants and the avoidance
of any major safety event in the future.
Through the activities of national regulatory
bodies, the World Association of Nuclear
Operators (WANO) and the numerous
national and international utility organizations, the nuclear industry's efforts to
promote safety are closely scrutinized. The
IAEA has developed a broad range of well
used safety services that allow international
experts to review and advise on safety
matters.

A perspective
Beyond doubt the Chernobyl accident
was a severe accident in all its dimensions.
For comparative purposes a review of other
large energy related as well as other
industrial accidents is needed. While the
perception of nuclear accidents may not
change, such a review provides some
perspective. In the industrial sector, the well
known 1984 Bhopal accident at a chemical
plant in India caused some 3000 early deaths
and several hundred thousand severe health
effects.

Box 6

BINDING INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS
Civil liability for nuclear damage (1963) as
amended (1997)
Physical protection of nuclear materials
(1980)
Early notification of a nuclear accident (1986)
Assistance in the case of a nuclear accident
or radiological emergency (1986)
Nuclear safety (1996)
Safety of spent fuel management and safety
of radioactive waste management (1997)

In the energy sector, dam failures and
overtopping have caused thousands of
deaths and massive disruption in social and
economic activities with the displacement of
entire towns — the Varont dam overtopping
in Italy and dam failures in Gujarat and
Orissa in India are three such examples, each
with several thousand fatalities. Severe coal
mine accidents causing several hundred
deaths are not rare. Explosions and major
fires in the oil and gas industry have involved
both occupational and public fatalities and
injuries. A pipeline gas leak explosion in the
Urals involved 500 fatalities. Energy sector
accidents have also led to severe environmental damage, such as the 1989 Exxon
Valdez oil tanker accident in Alaska.
If risk assessments considered only short
term severe accident fatalities (Table 2), the
reported data would indicate that hydroelectric and gas fuel cycles have led to the
largest single event fatality numbers.
However, to draw conclusions about the
relative safety of the various energy systems,
fatalities and morbidity — occupational as
well as public — over the longer term must
be considered. This is being discussed.
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TABLE 2. SHORT TERM FATALITIES (1970-1992)
Fatalities

Events

Coal

a

Averange fatalities

Range

Total

per GW(e)a

133

5^134

6418

0.32

295

5-500

10 273

0.36

Natural gas

88

5-425

1 200

0.09

Liquid propane gas

77

5-100

2 292

3.1

Hydro

13

10-2500

4015

0.8

Oil

Nuclear

1

31

31

0.01

The total is some 10 times higher if accidents with less than 5 fatalities are included.
Source: BALL, D.S., et al., An Analysis of Electricity Generators Health Risks, Res. Rep. No. 20, WHO,
Norwich (1994); HIRSCHBERG, S., et al., Severe Accidents in the Energy Sector, Paul Scherer Institute,
Villigen (1996).

Equally important are the maturity of the
technology, the quality and maintenance of
equipment and the safety and environmental
controls.

Non-proliferation
Global strategies
There is a continuing public concern that
the use of nuclear power is inherently
associated with a further spread of nuclear
weapons and a risk of terrorism. The US
Atoms for Peace policy announced in 1953
promoted a policy of international nuclear
co-operation based on the condition that
nuclear technology transfer would be used
exclusively for peaceful purposes and
bilateral safeguards arrangements were
introduced. Several years after its creation in
1957, the IAEA initiated on-site inspections
at nuclear facilities under binding safeguards agreements. The 1970 Treaty on the
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Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) now commits more than 180 countries
to refrain from acquiring nuclear weapons
and to accept comprehensive IAEA safeguards on all their nuclear activities. The
Treaty was extended indefinitely in 1995.
This year, in response to the clandestine
weapons programme of Iraq and the
verification difficulties with the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, the IAEA
safeguards system has been reinforced
through a number of new measures to detect
clandestine activities. These provide for
greatly increased information from States
regarding their nuclear activities, broaden
inspector access to locations and institute the
use of sophisticated environmental sampling
(air, water and soil) and other technical
measures that increase the assurances
regarding the absence of undeclared nuclear
activities. A number of regional weapons
free zone agreements and the recently
negotiated Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT) reinforce the global non-proliferation
regime.
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Plutonium and weapons
The large scale production of plutonium
for nuclear weapons has always been
through specially designed plutonium
production reactors. While spent fuel from
commercial nuclear power reactors does
contain significant quantities of fissionable
plutonium, the separated plutonium is
polluted with non-fissionable plutonium
isotopes. This material does pose a proliferation risk; however, the high concentration of
non-fissionable plutonium isotopes in power
reactor spent fuel creates significant
problems in its handling and use in connection with nuclear weapons.
The availability of plutonium for
weapons is not dependent on continued
civil nuclear power activities. Nuclear
arsenal reductions by the Russian
Federation and the USA within the next
decade involving the dismantling of many
thousands of weapons are expected to make
available, in addition to highly enriched
uranium, some 100 tonnes of plutonium. In
January 1997 the USA announced a dual
path policy in which their excess weapons
plutonium will be either blended with
uranium as mixed oxide (MOX) fuel or
vitrified to a glass solid for long term
disposal in a repository.
The reprocessing of spent fuel over the
past decades has resulted in a global
inventory of some 160 tonnes of separated
non-weapons-grade plutonium at the end of
1996. The quantity would be higher were it
not for its use in MOX fuel or in a few fast
breeder reactor programmes. In 1996,
23 tonnes of plutonium were separated and
8 tonnes used. By the end of 1999, the
estimated worldwide inventory of separated
plutonium will reach about 168 tonnes.
Beyond 1999, the inventory of plutonium is
expected to decrease modestly.

A 1000 MW(e) nuclear power plant
produces some 0.2 tonnes of plutonium
annually. In 1996, the spent fuel discharged
from nuclear reactors worldwide contained
some 50 tonnes of plutonium. The global
cumulative amount contained in spent fuel
will be about 1000 tonnes by the year 2000.
This spent fuel is now being stored pending
decisions on its final use — either for reprocessing or long term disposal. Reprocessing
spent fuel to separate plutonium for use in
fast breeder reactors would not only reduce
the quantity of plutonium and the need for
storage, but also provide a long term energy
resource. However, there is no current
economic incentive for a rapid introduction
of fast breeder reactors.

Future efforts
The 1995 NPT Review Conference called
for continued international examination of
policy options concerning the management
and use of stocks of plutonium, including
deposit with the IAEA and regional fuel
cycle centres, a concept introduced in the late
1970s. For the longer term, diversion
resistant reactors and fuel cycles that
generate material unsuitable for weapons are
currently being discussed.
Just recently, a group of States, including
all of the nuclear weapon States, Germany,
Japan, Swizerland and Belgium, agreed
on guidelines for the management of
plutonium, and will undertake in the near
future to submit to the IAEA statements of
national strategy and annual statements of
holdings of plutonium covered by these
guidelines.
The momentum in nuclear nonproliferation and disarmament in general
over the past decade and a half is also
reflected in the reduction of nuclear arms by
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the USA and the Russian Federation (with
offers to place plutonium and high enriched
uranium released from their weapons
programmes under IAEA verification), in the
renunciation by South Africa of its nuclear
weapons, in the almost universal adherence
to the NPT, and in the conclusion of new
regional arrangements for non-proliferation,
such as the quadripartite safeguards
agreement concluded by the IAEA with
Argentina, Brazil and the BrazilianArgentine Agency for Accounting and
Control of Nuclear Materials, and the treaties
creating nuclear weapon free zones in the
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South Pacific, in Southeast Asia and throughout the African continent. The Brazilian
President upon his recent announcement of
Brazil's intention to join the NPT said that:
"Nowadays...the atomic bomb is seen merely
as a source of risk, costs and uncertainty."
The technology for nuclear weapons
production is with us indefinitely, it cannot
be undone. The risk of proliferation today is
not zero and would not become zero even if
nuclear power ceased to exist. It is a continually strengthened non-proliferation regime
that will remain the cornerstone of efforts to
prevent the spread of nuclear weapons.

NUCLEAR POWER ADVANTAGES
Limited environmental
impacts

The multitude of factors for consideration
are shown in the following compilation of
potential environmental impacts:

Comparative approach
Fossil fuels
To assist energy planners, the IAEA has
over the years carried out comparative
assessments of the alternative energy
sources. These assessments cover a broad
range of technical, economic, environmental
and health aspects (see Annex I — the
DECADES Project). Extensive databases and
analytical tools allow full energy chain
analyses so that elements beyond the direct
power generation stage can be examined.
The comparative assessments permit an
examination of nuclear power that is not in
isolation. Studies of fossil fuels, nuclear
power and renewable energy sources show
that there are a wide variety of significant
issues and impacts linked to energy options.

Environmental

impacts

Emissions to the environment have been
the principal focus of energy impact studies.
Other significant impacts such as land disturbance and population displacement
together with their economic and social
implications are less emphasized. Major
impacts such as depletion of natural
resources and large fuel and transport
requirements that influence a wide range of
areas including occupational and public
safety as well as national transport systems
are generally ignored.

— Global climate change
— Air quality degradation (coal, oil)
— Lake acidification and forest damage
(coal, oil)
— Toxic waste contamination (coal ash
and slag, abatement residues)
— Groundwater contamination
— Marine and coastal pollution (oil)
— Land disturbance
— Large fuel and transport requirements
— Resource depletion
Hydroelectric
—
—
—
—
—
—

Population displacement
Land loss and change in use
Ecosystem changes and health effects
Loss of biodiversity
Dam failure
Decommissioning

Renewables
(solar, wind, geothermal, biomass)
— Air quality degradation (geothermal,
biomass)
— Extensive land use
— Ecosystem changes
— Fabrication impact (solar photovoltaic
cells)
— Noise pollution (wind)
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Nuclear (full energy chain)

1 kg uranium:

— Severe reactor accident release
— Waste repository release
Fossil fuels can have significant damaging
impacts locally, regionally and globally.
Hydroelectric, while relatively kind to the
atmosphere, can be much less considerate to
the earth and its inhabitants both locally and
regionally. Renewables are not without their
impact, although they are more local in nature.
Nuclear power under normal operation is
benign to the atmosphere and to the earth
and its inhabitants locally, regionally and
globally. As discussed below, owing principally to the small fuel requirements there are
limited environmental impacts for the full
energy chain from mining to waste disposal
and decommissioning. A significant environmental impact arises only from potential
abnormal events.

Energy density comparisons (fuel and
land requirements)
The quantity of fuel used to produce a
given amount of energy — the energy
density — determines in a large measure the
magnitude of environmental impacts as it
influences the fuel extraction activities,
transport requirements, and the quantities of
environmental releases and waste. The extraordinary high energy density of nuclear fuel
relative to fossil fuels is an advantageous
physical characteristic.
One kilogram (kg) of firewood can
generate 1 kilowatt-hour (kW-h) of electricity. The values for the other solid fossil fuels
and for nuclear power are:
1 kg coal:
1 kg oil:
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3kWh
4kWh

50 000 kW-h
(3 500 000 kW-h with
reprocessing)

Consequently, a 1000 MW(e) plant
requires the following number of tonnes (t)
of fuel annually:
2 600 000 t coal:
2 000 000 t oil:
30 t uranium:

2000 train cars
(1300 t each)
10 supertankers
reactor core
(10 cubic metres)

The energy density of fossil and of
nuclear fuel allows relatively small power
plant areas of some several square kilometers
(km2). The low energy density of renewables,
measured by land requirements per unit of
energy produced, is demonstrated by the
large land areas required for a 1000 MW(e)
system with values determined by local
requirements and climate conditions (solar
and wind availability factors ranging from
20 to 40%):
Fossil and nuclear sites: 1-4 km2
Solar thermal or
photovoltaic (PV) parks: 20-50 km2
(a small city)
50-150 km2
Wind fields:
4000-6000 km2
Biomass plantations:
(a province)

Environmental pollutants
Owing to the vast fuel requirements, the
quantity of toxic pollutants and waste
generated from fossil fuel plants dwarfs the
quantities from other energy options. In
general, the pollution depends on the
impurity level of the fuel, with natural gas
cleaner than oil and oil cleaner than coal.
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FIG. 17. Waste generated annually in fuel preparation and plant operation. [IAEA]

A 1000 MW(e) coal plant without abatement
technology produces annually an average
of some 44 000 tonnes of sulphur oxides and
22 000 tonnes of nitrous oxides that are
dispersed into the atmosphere. Additionally,
there are 320 000 tonnes of ash containing
400 tonnes of heavy metals — arsenic,
cadmium, cobalt, lead, mercury, nickel and
vanadium — quantities which ignore energy
chain activities such as mining and
transportation.
Fossil fuel plants using modern abatement technology can decrease noxious gas
releases as much as ten-fold, but significant
quantities of solid waste can be produced in

the process. Depending on the sulphur
content, solid waste quantities from sulphur
abatement procedures for a 1000 MW(e)
plant are annually as much as 500 000 tonnes
from coal, more than 300 000 tonnes from oil
and some 200 000 tonnes from natural gas
sweetening procedures (Fig. 17). The waste,
which contains small quantities of toxic
substances, is commonly stored in ponds or
used for landfill and other purposes.
Regulatory bodies are increasingly categorizing such waste as hazardous.
A 1000 MW(e) nuclear power plant does
not release noxious gases or other pollutants
and produces annually only some 30 tonnes
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FIG. 18. Full energy chain CO 2 equivalent emission factors. [IAEA]

of discharged high level radioactive spent
fuel along with 800 tonnes of low and
intermediate level radioactive waste. Significant reductions in the volume of low level
waste to be managed can be made through
compaction. In the USA, low level solid
waste from nuclear power plants has been
reduced ten-fold over the past decade to
30 cubic metres annually of compacted
waste per plant — a total of some 3000 cubic
metres from all operating plants. For perspective, industrial operations in the USA
are estimated to produce annually more
than 50 000 000 cubic metres of solid toxic
waste.
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Although the amount of radioactive
waste is small, future nuclear power designs
and fuel cycles can be modified to even
further decrease the quantities generated.
Innovative actinide burning reactors might
also in the future transmute long lived
radioactive elements into short lived
elements.

Greenhouse gas emissions
Efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions require attention to be given to the full
energy chain emissions as significant fuel
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extraction, transport, manufacturing and
construction activities can be involved. Full
chain analyses require the identification of all
emission sources (Fig. 18). Burning natural
gas which has a low carbon content produces
less CO2 than burning coal or oil. But
leakages during extraction and pipeline
transport, which are more than 5% in some
areas, can offset much of this advantage since
the escaping methane is a more effective
greenhouse gas. In terms of equivalent
grams of carbon per kilowatt-hour, some
natural gas chains could have emissions
similar to coal energy chains.
Full chain hydroelectric assessments
generally show comparatively low greenhouse emissions despite large construction
activities. However, if methane gas released
from decomposition of inundated organic

material at the bottom of some water
reservoirs is included, emissions could
approach natural gas values. Nuclear power
and wind are on the low side of full chain
emissions, while solar photovoltaic releases
are higher owing to various greenhouse
gases released during silicon chip manufacturing. Although in many situations biomass
is on the low side of emissions, the full chain
analyses can be extremely complex and
currently provide uncertain results as they
involve non-energy byproducts as well as
growth and harvesting time periods.
A single 1000 MW(e) coal plant emits
around 6 000 000 tonnes annually of CO2.
There is no economically viable technology
to abate or segregate the large quantities
emitted. Segregation and storage underground are theoretically possible, but
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technologies are only in the very early stages
of study. Some may require high energy
input and environmental impacts have not
been assessed.
Countries with significant nuclear power
and hydroelectric capacity have markedly
lower CO2 emissions per unit of energy
produced than countries with high fossil fuel
shares (Fig. 19). France over the past 30 years
has, through a rapid expansion in nuclear
power, lowered its CO2 emissions by more
than 80% (see Annex II). In contrast,
countries that have rejected or sharply
curtailed nuclear power programmes have
increased greenhouse gas emissions by
turning to fossil fuels.
Globally, the use of nuclear power and
hydroelectric as an alternative to fossil fuels
over the past several decades has helped
restrain CO2 emissions. Today, nuclear
power and hydroelectric each avoid annually some 8% of global CO2 emissions from
energy production (Fig. 20).

1965

1970

1975

Comparisons of various CO2 emission
reduction possibilities reported in the 1996
IPCC Technical Paper 1, Technologies, Policies
and Measures for Mitigating Climate Change,

demonstrate the large mitigation potential of
nuclear.

Human Disruption Index
A general indicator of the impact on the
global environment attributed to today's
energy activities is the Human Disruption
Index (HDI) (see Table 3). It is essentially a
ratio of human generated additions to the
natural baseline situation for energy related
environmental factors such as CO2, SO2,
NO r , cadmium, lead, mercury, toxic
particles, oil to oceans and methane stock.
It includes energy chain impacts such
as manufacturing that demonstrate the
influence of impacts beyond the production
stage.

1980

1985

1990

FIG. 20. Global CO 2 avoided annually. [BRITISH PETROLEUM, Statistical Review of
World Energy, BP, London (1996)]
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TABLE 3. HUMAN DISRUPTION INDEX (ENERGY SUPPLY INPUT)

Flow item
Lead
Oil to oceans
Cadium
SO 2

Methane stock
Mercury
Nitrous oxides
Particle
CO 2

Natural
baseline
flow

Human
Disruption
Index

25 000 (t/a)
500 000 (t/a)
1 000 (t/a)
50 million (t/a)
0.8 ppm
25 000 (t/a)
10 million (t/a)
500 million (t/a)
280 ppm

15
10

8
1.4
1.1
0.7
0.4

0.25
0.25

Major causes
Fuel burning associated processes8
Oil processing and wastes
Associated processes8
Fuel burning
Agricultural activities
Associated processes8
Agricultural activities
Fuel burning; land activities
Fuel burning

Associated processes include metals processing, manufacturing and refuse burning.
Abridged from UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME, Energy after Rio; Prospects and
Challenges, UNDP, New York, NY (1997).

HDI values of 10 for oil into oceans, 15 for
lead and 0.7 for mercury correspond to
human generated movements of 5 million
tonnes of oil annually into the oceans and
also almost 400 000 tonnes of lead and
20 000 tonnes of mercury into the environment. In the context of a large natural
inventory of radioactive material in the earth
and a significant continuous release of
natural radon gas to the atmosphere,
additions from nuclear power activities have
a negligible impact on the natural radioactive baseline situation.

Small waste quantities
Confinement versus dispersion
There has been a continuous public
concern that nuclear waste cannot be safely
managed. However, managing nuclear waste

is less of a problem because the quantities are
remarkably small relative to the energy
produced. The small quantities permit a
confinement strategy for the radioactive
material, beginning with the nuclear fission
process and through to waste disposal,
essentially isolated from the environment
(Fig. 21). Disposal techniques exist and the
hazard decreases with time owing to
radioactive decay. The main disposal options
are simple near surface, engineered structures, mined cavities, and deep geological
repositories. Some thirty countries currently
operate licensed repositories for low and
intermediate level radioactive waste.
In sharp contrast, disposal of the large
quantities of fossil fuel waste follows an
alternative dispersion strategy. Most of the
waste (noxious gases and many toxic
pollutants) is dispersed directly into the
atmosphere while some solid waste containing toxic pollutants is buried in shallow
ground, there being no practical alternative.
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FIG. 2 1 . Two alternative waste strategies.

The waste is dispersed or buried at concentrations considered not harmful. While the
resulting impact can be small, the cumulative
waste over many years from a large number
of waste producing activities can easily overburden the natural environment, locally as
well as globally.
Confinement is preferable to dispersion,
but is economically feasible only when waste
volumes are small and arise under easily
controlled conditions. Most nuclear waste
consists of relatively short lived low and
intermediate level waste, annually some
450 and 350 tonnes respectively from a
1000 MW(e) plant. Low level waste, which
consists largely of minimally contaminated
clothing, machine parts and industrial resins,
can be placed in containers and disposed of
in trenches covered by soil. The waste does
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not require shielding during handling or
transportation and can be less radioactive
than the equivalent weight of coal plant fly
ash or even coffee beans, Brazil nuts and
fertilizer which contain natural radioactive
material. While not necessary for radiation
protection purposes, waste can be isolated in
engineered structures such as concrete lined
trenches and vaults.
Intermediate level waste, which includes
reactor parts and contaminated equipment,
is packaged in cement inside steel drums. In
a similar way to low level waste, it can be
safely disposed of in near surface facilities.
Nuclear power is not responsible for all
radioactive waste. In the USA, nearly 50% by
volume of non-defence related low and
intermediate waste originates from government, industrial and medical activities.

Nuclear Power Advantages

High level waste
High level waste consists of liquid waste
from reprocessing after the recovery of
uranium and plutonium or spent fuel for
ultimate disposal if it is not to be reprocessed.
The spent fuel, some 12 000 tonnes from all
operating plants, can be readily stored above
or below ground awaiting decisions on long
term disposal options. An interim storage
period is necessary to allow the residual heat
generated in the spent fuel to decrease,
disposal being more practical after several
decades. The volume of high level liquid
waste from the reprocessing of 30 tonnes
of spent fuel released annually from a
1000 MW(e) plant, containing more than 99%
of the radioactivity, is some 10 cubic metres.
The waste can be vitrified to a glass solid and
stored awaiting long term disposal.
To date no long term disposal site has
been licensed in any country. Deep underground geological formations which have
not been disturbed for many millions and
even billions of years are being considered.
Solid salt domes or granite tunnels several
hundred metres below the surface are impervious to water ingress, which is the potential
mechanism for material transport to the
surface environment. A number of barriers
would prevent the release and transport of
disposed radioactive material; the canisters
containing the vitrified waste, a surrounding
absorbent clay backfill and the solid host
material. Even if radioactive material were to
escape from its vitrified state and not be
retained in the clay backfill, the long path
through the host rock to the surface would
probably ensure sufficient dilution so as to
pose little risk to human health or the
environment.
A number of countries are developing
repository concepts to handle vitrified waste
as well as spent fuel. Startup times for

repositories are likely at least a decade away.
The most convincing demonstration to the
public that high level waste can be managed
will be the construction and operation of a
repository. Disposal is blocked not by
technical, but by political obstacles.

Time span issues
A common apprehension about radioactive waste concerns its long lived nature.
Waste from reprocessing facilities, where
much of the very long lived materials such as
plutonium are removed, would decay to
radioactive levels below that of natural
uranium ore in less than one thousand years
compared to more than ten thousand years
without reprocessing. Waste pollutants from
coal such as cadmium, lead or mercury —
much of which are dispersed or disposed of
in near surface facilities — remain toxic
indefinitely. There is a growing recognition
that management of indefinitely toxic waste
and radioactive waste warrant a harmonized
approach. However, managing toxic wastes
from fossil fuels to standards proposed for
high level radioactive wastes is not economically feasible.
Indicators to compare radioactive waste
hazards with fossil fuel waste hazards have
been developed. One such indicator is based
on admissible concentrations of radioactive
and toxic pollutants in water. For similar
amounts of energy generated, in some one
hundred years the amount of water necessary to dilute reprocessed radioactive waste
to admissible concentrations would be less
than the amount to dilute lignite waste to
admissible concentrations — the reason
being the relatively small quantity of
radioactive material and the relatively rapid
decay of reprocessing waste owing to the
removal of long lived elements (Fig. 22).
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Security of supply
There are proven reserves of coal sufficient for more than 200 years, of natural gas
for 60 years and of oil for 40 years at current
levels of use. There are efforts under way to
increase the oil and gas resources through
improved recovery techniques and oil-shale
and tar-sand processing that are estimated to
be capable of at least doubling the resource
base. Depending on their specific economics,
new technologies to further increase fossil
fuel extraction could be developed. But,
financing of necessary investments and
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price volatility could then become leading
concerns.
Known uranium reserves with reactors
operating primarily on a once-through cycle
without reprocessing of spent fuel assure a
sufficient fuel supply for at least 50 years at
current levels of use, the same order of
magnitude as today's proven resources of
natural gas and oil. Estimates of additional
undiscovered (speculative) resources could
add more than 100 years. Unconventional
uranium resources are also available such as
the uranium contained in sea water and phosphates that could increase resources by many
multiples of current reserves, but as with

Nuclear Power Advantages

speculative fossil reserves, these would not
necessarily be an economic energy resource.
Over the long term, recycling plutonium
from reprocessed spent fuel in thermal
reactors as mixed oxide fuel and the introduction of fast breeder reactors to also
convert non-fissionable uranium into
plutonium would increase the energy
potential of today's known uranium reserves
by up to 70 times, enough for more than
3000 years at today's levels of use. Uranium
used in a complete fuel cycle not only
maintains, but also significantly increases the
resource base.
Additionally, thorium, which, like
uranium, has no significant use other than as
a reactor fuel, is another energy resource
although it does not contain a fissionable
isotope as does uranium. It can be used in a
breeding fuel cycle with either fissionable
uranium or plutonium and converted to a
fissionable isotope of uranium. Indigenous
thorium in a number of countries with
limited uranium deposits could make this an
attractive option.
From a strategic perspective, the need to
have a secure and diverse energy supply to
reduce reliance on imported energy and price
fluctuations can be of paramount national
interest. Sixty-five per cent of proven oil
reserves are in one region of the world — the
Middle East. Natural gas pipelines can be
thousands of kilometres in length and pass
through a number of countries on the way to
the consumer. Hydropower can depend on
watersheds fed by several countries. Clearly,
where indigenous fossil fuel resources are
lacking, nuclear power can contribute
substantially to security of supply and the
energy mix as it does in Finland, France,
Sweden, the Republic of Korea and Japan.
Strategic fuel inventories to last many years
can be readily established as the quantity of
fuel required is small.

External costs of
energy generation
Energy economics
Although security of supply and
environmental considerations can provide
significant nuclear power advantages, economic justification is a central factor. Studies
carried out over the years by international
organizations and national institutes have
demonstrated that nuclear power has been
competitive with other baseload electricity
generation alternatives (Fig. 23). Its competitive advantage has depended on factors that
vary nationally, such as financial and regulatory considerations, as well as the availability of alternative resources.
Today's capital investment to construct a
nuclear power plant is typically some 60% of
generation costs, with fuel costs at 20%
and operation and maintenance (O&M) costs
the remaining 20%. Capital requirements to
construct a fossil fuel plant can be significantly lower, with fuel the major generation
cost component at some 50% for coal and as
high as 70% for natural gas.
As a capital intensive undertaking with
relatively long construction periods the
competitiveness of nuclear power depends
on investment conditions, particularly the
interest and payback period of loans. In
today's liberalized electricity markets and
radically changing financial environment,
initial capital investments must be recovered
in excessively short time periods involving
high discount rates. For discount rates of
the order of 5% nuclear power has been
competitive with fossil fuels. At higher rates
it is difficult to be competitive with gas —
particularly with combined cycle — and at
10% not with coal. The economic competitiveness of large hydroelectric projects and
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FIG. 23. Generation costs. [INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY and NUCLEAR
ENERGY AGENCY OF THE OECD, Projected Costs of Generating Electricity, OECD, Paris
(1993)]

capital intensive renewables such as solar
has also been adversely affected.

Externalities
In the long term, the economic competitiveness of nuclear power could significantly
increase if externalities — the considerable
indirect and external costs of energy generation and use not generally included in the
market price — were taken into account.
Indirect costs, such as those for waste
management and decommissioning, are
already components of nuclear generation
costs. For fossil fuels, these costs are not yet
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fully included and could become significant
if environmental policies become more
stringent.
There would be an even greater impact if
external costs for local and regional environmental and health impacts were included,
perhaps through more stringent regulatory
requirements and various ecological surcharges that some countries already use in
the transport and industrial sectors.
For nuclear power most environmental
externalities have essentially been internalized in the generating costs by the imposition
of numerous costly systems that prevent
virtually all radioactive material including
waste from entering the environment.
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For all fossil fuels the impact on global
climate change and environmental pollution
are key externalities. For nuclear power the
potential impact from a severe accident
could be a key externality, although a subsequent discussion will indicate that infrequent
events are not. A wide range of site specific
ecological and social factors can be key externalities for hydroelectric and renewables.

Climate change
If commitments to restrain greenhouse
gas emissions are made at the third Meeting
of the Parties to the FCCC in Kyoto this
December, policies to reduce global emissions through economic instruments could
be considered. Such instruments could
include so-called carbon trading that in
essence allows emission reductions to be

accomplished by a third party at a price — a
difficult mechanism at the global level — or
a more direct carbon value tax. The IEA in a
recent paper entitled Climate Change and
Nuclear Power's Future has illustrated the

effects of a monetary carbon value applied to
the cost of fossil fuels that takes into account
the production of greenhouse gases.
A carbon value would favour the less
carbon intensive fossil fuels, particularly
natural gas. Nuclear, hydroelectric and some
renewable systems would be unaffected by a
carbon value (Fig. 24). As an illustration, if
coal generated electricity were 20% cheaper
than that from nuclear power, the addition of
a carbon value of $30 per tonne to a coal price
of $60 would eliminate the advantage. If
natural gas generated electricity were 40%
cheaper than nuclear power, a carbon value
of $200 per tonne would make nuclear
power competitive.
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Environmental pollution
The assessment of environmental externalities must include impacts for the entire
fuel chain and consider occupational as well
as public effects on a local, regional and
global scale. Methodologies are uncertain at
best, but assessments can highlight the major
considerations necessary for comparative
purposes. The comprehensive ExternE
project, carried out by the European
Commission from 1991 to 1995, examined
externalities for complete energy chains.
Elaborate methodologies were developed to
monetize impacts so their effect on generation costs could be seen.
The externality cost per unit of energy
generated and the estimated equivalent lives
lost (based on loss of life expectancy) are
shown in Table 4. For equivalent amounts of
energy generation the coal and oil plants
assessed, owing to their large emissions and
huge fuel and transport requirements, have
the highest external costs as well as
equivalent lives lost. The external costs are
some ten times higher than for a nuclear

TABLE 4. EXTERNALITY COSTS
Costs
(mEcu/kW-h)

Equivalent
lives lost
(per GWa)

Coal
Lignite

15
10

37
27

Oil

12

32

Gas

0.6

2

Wind
Hydro
Nuclear

2.2

0.3

2.2

0.8

0.4

1

Adapted from European Commission, Externalities of
Energy, ExternE Report, Rep. EUR-16522, EC,
Brussels (1995).
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power plant and can be a significant fraction
of generation costs. The results also indicate
significant values for the equivalent lives lost.

Nuclear power externalities
To evaluate the nuclear power externalities, the ExternE study assessed the impact of
a year's operation of a 1000 MW(e) plant in
France including relevant fuel cycle
activities. The impact of routine radioactive
releases was negligible and occupational
exposures were exceedingly low owing to
small mining requirements. Less than one
equivalent life lost — 0.1 public and 0.02
occupational — in a 300 million European
population was attributable to the one year
of operation. This calculation included the
impact of severe accidents based on a
probability methodology.
The severe accident impact is a key
element in the assessment, as it could be
expected to have a large effect on externalities. However, an infrequent event has only a
small impact per unit of energy generated as
its consequences must be proportioned to the
total amount of energy generated during the
time period without a severe accident. As an
illustration, the Chernobyl accident's projected consequences of 3500 additional
cancer deaths late in life must be apportioned to the 442 reactors that have operated
to date on average for 20 years.

A wide range of applications
Today's nuclear power plants are
primarily used to supply baseload electricity.
As previously mentioned, the next century
will see global electricity demand grow
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faster than overall energy demand. The
demand will be driven not only by economic
development, but also because of the ease of
use and cleanliness of electricity at the point
of consumption. In the transport sector, there
will be an increased use of electricity for both
rapid transport and vehicular applications in
the increasing number of megacities.
Environmental considerations will be of
paramount importance and nuclear power
could supply the new baseload requirements
for transport applications.

In the non-electric sector, there is a wide
range of applications as nuclear power can
provide heat energy at various temperatures
for multiple industrial purposes. Currently,
only some 0.5% of nuclear power generation
is used for non-electric applications. Various
district heating, industrial process and
desalination applications exist in Canada,
China, Kazakhstan, Slovakia and the Russian
Federation. As nuclear power supplies
energy for extended time periods without
refuelling it is also used for military
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FIG. 25. Nuclear power applications. (HTGR — high temperature gas cooled reactor;
AGR — advanced gas cooled reactor; LMFR — liquid metal fast reactor; LWR/HWR —
light water/heavy water reactor).
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purposes to power aircraft carriers and
submarines, and for Arctic Sea ice-breakers.
In the industrial area, temperature needs
vary greatly — from room temperature for
agricultural purposes to 1000°C for the
chemical industry. Hot water for heating and
heat for seawater desalination require
temperatures from 80 to 200°C, petroleum
refining processes from 250 to 550°C,
high pressure hot water or steam injection
for oil recovery and oil-shale and tarsand processing from 300 to 600°C, and
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petrochemical process heat from 600 to
800°C. Still higher temperature, up to 950°C,
are needed for refining hard coal and lignite
to produce methanol for transportation fuel,
and up to 1000°C for the production of
hydrogen by water splitting. Today's water
cooled reactors provide heat up to 300°C,
liquid metal fast breeder reactors up to
540°C, gas cooled reactors up to 650°C and
high temperature gas cooled reactors
approaching 1000°C, the limit for today's
metallic reactor materials (Fig. 25).

CONCLUSION
Today's global challenge is to develop
strategies that foster a sustainable energy
future less dependent on fossil fuels. As a
proven and environmentally benign technology and with its potential as a sustainable
long term energy supply into the distant
future, nuclear power can be an important
contributor to sustainable development. It is
a multipurpose power source providing
baseload electricity and offering a wide
range of potential applications in the nonelectric sector.
If nuclear power is to play a significant
role by mid-century, decisions must be taken
in the next decade. In the near term, the more
than 400 existing nuclear reactors will all
need to be replaced and new sites identified.
The future demand will call not only for
today's evolutionary reactors with improved
safety and operating systems, but also for

small and medium size reactors for nonelectrical applications and low capacity needs.
Both the nuclear industry and governments face a serious challenge. Institutional
and industrial infrastructures must be
maintained at a level sufficient to preserve
scientific knowledge and industrial capabilities to meet an increased demand.
Although in the near term nuclear power is
not an option for many developing countries,
technology transfer and local human
resource development will be necessary if
nuclear power expansion is to meet their
future energy needs.
But for nuclear power to play its full role
in a less fossil dependent age, its acceptance
by the public and at the political level is vital.
This brochure has attempted to clarify some
of the issues that currently limit the achievement of this goal.
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THE SALIENT POINTS
Nuclear power for over 40 years has
contributed significantly to world energy
needs, currently providing more than 6% of
primary energy and 17% of global electricity.
Low environmental impacts and a vast fuel
resource potential should allow it to
contribute substantially to meeting the
Agenda 21 sustainable energy challenge. But
today's energy planners are confronted by
public apprehension about nuclear power
and unrealistic expectations for new energy
sources. Will future generations applaud us
for retarding and perhaps even abandoning
nuclear power, or will they condemn us for
not fully utilizing it?
The salient points brought out in this
brochure that are vital to a sound assessment
of the nuclear power option, an assessment
that must be made in comparison and in
perspective with the risks and benefits of the
various alternative energy options, are
summarized below.

The Energy Challenge
Agenda 21 and energy
• The Agenda 21 message from the 1992
Earth Summit in Rio was unambiguous.
Environmentally sound energy approaches
are necessary "to control atmospheric emissions
of greenhouse and other gases and substances."

Energy will continue to play a principal role
in promoting economic development and
improved human well-being. But the current
global pattern of energy supply and use is
not sustainable.

• The increase in global energy
consumption in the coming decades will be
driven principally by economic development
and population growth in today's
developing countries, where most of the
projected two-fold expansion in world
population during the 21st century will
occur. A 1995 WEC and IIASA study projects
by mid-century a range of energy demand
increase from 50% to more than 250% for a
high economic growth case that shows a 50%
increase before 2020.

Environmental releases
• The persistent heavy global dependence on fossil fuels — 87% of commercial
primary energy — is having serious local
and global environmental consequences. In
developed countries there has been progress
in reducing environmental pollutants
through costly pollution abatement technologies, but globally there remain serious
impacts through persistent releases. In
developing countries, particularly owing to
increasing energy use and the high up-front
costs of abatement techniques, the picture is
one of increasing releases with suspended
particulate matter being of special concern.
• Little progress has been made in
reducing fossil fuel greenhouse gas
emissions that are forecast to lead to atmospheric warming with global and regional
climate change. The overwhelming majority
of signatories to the 1992 FCCC, who are
committed to limiting their greenhouse gas
emissions to 1990 levels by 2000, will not
meet that goal. The WEC reports that the
developed countries are currently in
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aggregate about 8% above their 1990 levels.
Of equal importance, the present developing
countries account for over 35% of emissions
today, evolving to about 50% by 2020.
• The 30% increase to date of the
atmospheric CO2 concentration from the preindustrial level is believed to be a major
contributor to the measured global mean
surface temperature increase of between
0.3 and 0.6°C. Stabilization at current levels
in the decades to come would require
emission reductions that are unrealistic. All
that can be realistically accomplished is a
slowing of the rate of the global concentration increase to allow ecosystem adaptation
to climate change. Today's continuing high
emissions are likely to cause more rapid
climate change that would require more
dramatic emission reduction in the future to
reach stabilization.

Energy mix strategies
• Long term energy mix strategies
exploiting the maximum potential of nongreenhouse gas emitting energy sources
need to be developed and implemented as
rapidly as possible. For many decades,
fossil fuels will continue to be the major
energy source. The WEC and IIASA middle
economic growth case projects at midcentury more than a two-fold increase in
fossil fuel consumption with a two thirds
share of global energy, some 20% less than
today.
• The supply potential of renewables is
difficult to assess since they are only
emerging technologies and currently not
suitable for meeting baseload energy
demand. The WEC projects that they will not
be economically competitive for large scale
production in the decades to come and even
with adequate support they could reach only
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a 5-8% share of commercial energy supply
by 2020 (including a 2% non-commercial
share). The hydroelectric potential is limited
and its share is forecast to remain around the
current 6% level.

The nuclear power potential
• There is no consensus concerning the
future role of nuclear power. While it
stagnates in much of Europe and in North
America, it continues as a strong option in a
number of Asian countries. Economics and
security of supply have been considerations
in the choice of nuclear power along with an
awareness of its environmental benefits —
from mining to waste disposal and decommissioning, it produces remarkably little
environmental pollution and greenhouse
gas emissions. The WEC and IIASA energy
study projects a varying nuclear power
contribution, some twenty-fold increase to a
total phase-out by the end of the next
century.
• Various groups dealing with energy
such as the WEC and IPCC have recognized
the potential of nuclear power for reducing
the environmental burden from energy
production if it can be made more publicly
acceptable by alleviating safety, waste and
weapons proliferation concerns. A distinctly
supportive message emerged from the
leaders of the seven leading economic
countries and the Russian Federation at their
Nuclear Safety and Security Summit held in
Moscow during April 1996. It declares:
"... ive are committed to measures which
will enable nuclear power ...to continue in
the next century to play an important role
in meeting future energy demands
consistent with the goal of sustainable
development..."

The Salient Points

Nuclear Power Facts
Radiation and toxic pollutant effects
• The fear of radiation health effects is
central to public concerns about nuclear
power activities. Radiation is a fact of everyday life. On a global average, radon gas
released from the earth accounts for almost
49% of the annual individual radiation
exposure, with an additional 40% of natural
exposure from cosmic radiation and radioactive material in the earth and internal to
our body. The remaining 11% is humanmade, almost totally due to medical
exposures. Nuclear power related activities
add a minimal 0.006%. Natural background
exposure is location dependent, with
exposures some 10-20 times the global
average not uncommon in high radon gas
locations.
•
Radiation health effects are exposure
dependent, with very high exposures
leading to severe disability or death within a
short time. Very low radiation exposures are
assumed to produce health effects principally as cancer deaths late in life. The fifty
year study of some 87 000 relatively highly
exposed atomic bomb survivors, contrary to
initial expectations of high numbers of
radiation induced cancer deaths, projects
some 600 in addition to some 16 000 due to
other causes — a 0.7% increase in the anticipated cancer death rate. The expected several
year loss in average life expectancy will not
materialize as above average health care for
the survivors through early diagnosis and
treatment of medical disorders, including
cancer, is leading to increased longevity.
•
There has been no credible documentation of health effects associated with
routine operation of commercial nuclear
facilities anywhere in the world. Widely

accepted studies demonstrate no correlation
between cancer deaths and plant operation.
Studies reporting a linkage have been shown
to be incorrect. UNSCEAR reports that
radioactive releases from coal power plants,
due to radioactive impurities in coal result in
higher radiation exposures to the public than
those from nuclear power plants.
•
Fossil fuel combustion produces
noxious gases and a wide range of toxic
pollutants that are the largest source of
atmospheric pollution. The releases are
responsible for a wide range of respiratory
disorders and illnesses including cancer. The
WHO estimates that annual deaths due to
indoor and outdoor air pollution from
energy use account for 6% of the total
50 million annual global deaths. Ingestion
of heavy metal pollutants can cause a
wide variety of substance specific health
disorders.
•
Extreme concerns about radiation
are demonstrated by a widely held public
conviction that plutonium can be significantly more harmful than toxic substances.
Plutonium can be extremely hazardous only
when finely dispersed in sufficient concentration and inhaled. However, a scenario to
disperse sufficient quantities of plutonium,
transported in strong structural containers,
into the atmosphere to cause significant
health effects in populations is extremely
difficult. By contrast, many of today's energy
related toxic pollutants, including easily
inhaled particulates that are probably the
main mortality factor due to fossil fuels, have
high potential health effects.

Safety and severe accidents
•
The serious environmental consequences of the Chernobyl accident compared
with the inconsequential environmental
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consequences of the TMI accident confirmed
the importance of a strong structural containment enclosing the reactor primary system.
Excluding the Chernobyl type plants that are
now not expected to be built, the remaining
427 nuclear power plants in the world, with
the exception of some of the early Soviet
designed units, have containments around
the principal reactor primary system components. There is already an accumulated
operating history equivalent to an average
20 years of operation for each plant.
•
A 1996 IAEA, WHO and European
Union international conference reported that
the Chernobyl accident resulted in 31 short
term deaths and some 800 normally non-fatal
thyroid cancer cases among children that is
projected to rise to several thousand. For the
most affected population of 1 116 000, the
report projects some 3500 radiation induced
cancer deaths, mainly late in life, in addition
to some 200 000 anticipated cancer deaths
from other causes — somewhat more than a
0.3% increase in the cancer death rate.
Significant mental health disorders could be
a consequence of the accident's broad and
severe psychological, economic and social
impact. Sustained impacts on ecosystems
have not been observed.
•
Building on the large accumulated
operational experience, today's reactors
incorporate improved safety measures and
are designed to rule out an environmental
release in the event of a severe accident.
Advanced nuclear power plants currently
under development range from evolutionary
types with enhanced safety features to
entirely new designs which introduce innovative concepts incorporating passive safety
features based on natural convection coolant
flow, making safety less dependent on active
components such as pumps and valves.
•
Over the years, a global nuclear
safety culture has evolved. Binding interna-
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tional conventions, codes of practice, nonbinding safety standards and guides along
with international review and advisory
services now exist. A Convention on Nuclear

Safety that entered into force in October 1996
calls for examination of national safety
reports covering civil nuclear power operations. The recent updating of the international regime for civil liability for nuclear
damage that includes a Convention on
Supplementary Funding along with the new
Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel
Management and on the Safety of Radioactive

Waste Management are further evidence of
the growing infrastructure and legal commitments that bind countries in nuclear safety
matters.
•
For comparative purposes, a review
of large energy related as well as other
industrial accidents is needed. The 1984
Bhopal industrial accident caused some 3000
early deaths and several hundred thousand
severe health effects. Hydroelectric dam
failures and overtopping have caused
thousands of deaths and massive disruption
in social and economic activities. Severe coal
mine accidents causing several hundred
fatalities are not rare. Explosions and major
fires in the oil and gas industry have
involved both occupational and public
fatalities and injuries. A pipeline gas leak
explosion in the Urals caused 500 fatalities.
Energy sector accidents have also led to
extensive environmental damage, such as the
1989 Exxon Valdez oil tanker accident in
Alaska.

Non-proliferation
•
The 1970 Treaty on the NonProliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT),
which was indefinitely extended in 1995,
now commits more than 180 countries to
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refrain from acquiring nuclear weapons and
to accept comprehensive IAEA safeguards on
all their nuclear activities. The safeguards
system has recently been reinforced by
additional measures to detect clandestine
weapons activities. They provide for greatly
increased information from States regarding
their nuclear activities, broaden inspector
access to locations and institute the use of
sophisticated environmental sampling (air,
water and soil) and other technical measures
that increase the assurances regarding the
absence of undeclared nuclear activities.
•
The availability of plutonium for
weapons is not dependent on continued civil
nuclear power activities. Nuclear arsenal
reductions by the Russian Federation and the
USA within the next decade are expected to
make available, in addition to highly
enriched uranium, some 100 tonnes of
plutonium. There is currently some
160 tonnes of separated non-weapons grade
plutonium from reprocessed spent fuel. The
global cumulative amount of plutonium
contained in spent fuel will be about
1000 tonnes by the year 2000. It is a continually strengthened non-proliferation regime
that will remain the cornerstone of efforts to
prevent the spread of nuclear weapons.

Nuclear Power Advantages
Limited environmental impacts
•
Full energy chain analyses show that
there are a wide variety of significant issues
and impacts linked to energy options. While
the principal focus has been on environmental emissions, other significant impacts
such as land disturbance and population
displacement together with their economic
and social implications have been less

emphasized. Major impacts such as
depletion of natural resources and large fuel
and transport requirements, which influence
a wide range of areas including occupational
and public safety as well as national
transport systems, are generally ignored.
•
The extraordinary high energy
density of nuclear fuel relative to fossil fuels
is an advantageous physical characteristic. A
1000 MW(e) coal plant annually requires
2 600 000 tonnes of coal and a comparable
nuclear power plant requires only 30 tonnes
of uranium. The energy density of fossil and
of nuclear fuel allows for relatively small
power plant sites of a few square kilometres
(km2). The low energy density of renewables
results in high land requirements: solar parks
larger than 20 km2, wind fields larger than
50 km2 and biomass plantations larger than
4000 km2.
•
The quantity of toxic pollutants and
waste generated from fossil fuel plants
dwarfs the quantities from other energy
options. A1000 MW(e) coal plant, depending
on sulphur content, on average produces
annually 44 000 tonnes of sulphur oxides and
22 000 tonnes of nitrous oxides that are
dispersed into the atmosphere. Additionally,
there are 320 000 tonnes of ash containing
400 tonnes of heavy metals. Abatement
procedures themselves can produce as much
as 500 000 tonnes of associated solid waste. A
1000 MW(e) nuclear power plant does not
release noxious gases or other pollutants and
produces annually only some 30 tonnes of
high level radioactive spent fuel along with
800 tonnes of low and intermediate level
waste.
•
Full energy chain studies demonstrate the significant greenhouse gas
emissions that can be related to significant
fuel extraction, transport, manufacturing and
construction activities. Nuclear power and
wind are on the low side of full chain
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emissions, with solar photovoltaic releases
higher owing to greenhouse gases released
during silicon chip manufacturing. As
methane gas is a more effective greenhouse
gas than CO2, the natural gas full chain —
depending on gas extraction and pipeline
losses — could have carbon emission values
similar to the coal energy chain.
•
A single 1000 MW(e) coal plant emits
some 6 000 000 tonnes of CO2 annually. There
is no economically viable method to abate or
segregate the enormous quantities of the
energy related emissions. Today, nuclear
power and hydroelectric each avoid
annually some 8% of global CO2 emissions
from electricity production.
•
A Human Disruption Index, the ratio
of human generated additions to the natural
baseline situation for energy related environmental factors, indicates annual additions
above the baseline of 5 million tonnes of oil
into the oceans and of almost 400 000 tonnes
of lead and 20 000 tonnes of mercury into the
environment, to mention just a few
examples. With a large inventory of radioactive material in the earth and a significant
continuous release of natural radon gas to
the atmosphere, additions from nuclear
power activities have a negligible impact on
the natural radioactivity baseline situation.

Small waste quantities
•
Managing nuclear power waste has
distinct advantages as the quantities are
remarkably small relative to the energy
produced. The small quantities permit a
confinement strategy, with the radioactive
material, beginning with the nuclear fission
process through to waste disposal, essentially isolated from the environment. In
sharp contrast, disposal of the large quantities of fossil fuel waste follows an alternative
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dispersion strategy involving the environmental release of waste products — noxious
gases and toxic pollutants — and the shallow
ground burial of solid waste also containing
toxic substances, there being no practical
alternative.
•
The relatively small quantity of
spent fuel discharged annually from all operating nuclear power plants worldwide, some
12 000 tonnes, can be readily stored for eventual reprocessing or disposal. The volume of
high level liquid waste from reprocessing
30 tonnes of spent fuel released annually
from a 1000 MW(e) plant is some 10 cubic
metres. Final deep underground disposal of
spent fuel and vitrified reprocessing waste is
blocked not by technical, but by political
obstacles. There is a growing recognition that
management of indefinitely toxic waste and
radioactive waste warrants a harmonized
approach.

Security of supply
•
There are proven reserves of coal
sufficient for some 200 years, of natural gas
for 60 years and of oil for 40 years. New
technologies to increase fossil fuel extraction
could be developed, but financing and price
volatility could then become leading
concerns. Known uranium reserves ensure a
sufficient supply for at least 50 years at
current levels of usage. Recycling of
separated plutonium from spent fuel would
increase the energy potential of today's
uranium reserves by up to 70 times, enough
for more than 3000 years at today's level of
use. Uranium used in a complete fuel cycle
not only maintains itself but also significantly increases the resource base.
•
Where indigenous fossil
fuel
resources are lacking, nuclear power can
contribute substantially to security of supply,
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as it does in Finland, France, Sweden, the
Republic of Korea and Japan. Strategic fuel
inventories to last many years can be readily
set up as the quantity of fuel required is
small.

ecological surcharges. If future market
based actions to restrain CO2 emissions
were to include a cost applied to fuel that
takes into account the production of greenhouse gases, nuclear and renewable sources
of energy would have an additional major
advantage.

External costs of energy generation
•
High initial capital investment is
adversely affecting nuclear power's
economic advantage of having low fuel
costs. Its economic competitiveness would
significantly increase if externalities — the
considerable indirect and external costs of
energy generation and use not generally
included in the market price — were taken
into account. Indirect costs, such as those for
waste management and decommissioning,
are already components of nuclear power
generation costs.
•
There would be an even greater
impact if external costs for local and regional
environmental and health impacts were
included, perhaps through more stringent regulatory requirements and various

A wide range of applications
•
Nuclear power as a multipurpose
power source provides baseload electricity
and offers a wide range of potential applications in the non-electric sector. The various
reactor types — water cooled, liquid metal
fast breeder and gas cooled reactors — can
provide heat energy from room temperature
to the 1000°C necessary for high temperature
industrial applications. District heating,
seawater desalination and industrial process
applications already exist. As nuclear power
supplies energy for extended time periods
without refuelling it has potential maritime
applications, as already seen in military
vessels and Arctic Sea ice-breakers.
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ANNEX I

The DECADES Project
A large number of factors influence
decision making in the energy sector. To
assist energy planners, the IAEA has over the
years carried out comparative assessments of
alternative energy sources, covering a broad
range of technical, economic and environmental factors. Extensive databases and
computer tools are employed to allow full
energy chain analyses so that elements
beyond the direct power generation stage
can be examined.
To bring together expertise from a wide
range of necessary scientific and technical
disciplines and to promote international cooperation in energy assessments, a joint
multi-organization project on Databases and

capabilities for the electricity sector (Box Al).
The information sharing and exchange that
takes place allows the alternative energy
sources to be treated consistently and
objectively.
The project's initial phase (1992-1996)
focused on establishing databases and
developing analytical tools with concurrent
training and support to developing countries
to carry out comparative assessment studies.
The current emphasis is on improving the
database and software tools while increasing
technical support activities through national
case studies (Fig. A-l).

Methodologies for Comparative Assessment of
Different Energy Sources for Electricity

Databases

Generation (DECADES) was established in
1992 when nine international bodies joined
efforts to strengthen comparative assessment

Three databases provide comprehensive
and consistent information on energy chains
for electricity generation.

Box A-1

THE DECADES PROJECT ORGANIZATIONS
European Commission (EC)
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank)
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (I I AS A)
Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA)
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
Other international organizations, such as the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEPJ and the World Health Organization (WHO), are contributing
within their area of expertise and the International Energy Agency (IEA) of the
OECD is an observer.
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The Reference Technology Database (RTDB)

contains a harmonized set of technical,
economic and environmental data on fossil
fuel, nuclear power and renewable energy
chains for electricity generation. It covers the
various fuel chain stages from energy source
extraction to waste disposal. A total of three
hundred technological systems are character-

TECHNOLOGY
INVENTORY
Technical and Economic
Parameters
Emissions and Residuals
Generic/Reference Data

ized through parameters covering technical
performance, costs, atmospheric releases,
wastes and other environmental factors.
The Country Specific Database (CSDB) with

a structure similar to the RTDB contains
national and regional data not stored in the
RTDB that can be used to carry out case
studies with the DECADES analytical

TOXICOLOGY
Dose/Response
Relationship
Data for Selected
Pollutants

RTDB

TOXDB

Country Specific Data

HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS I
Data on Health and
Environmental
Impacts
of Energy Systems

HEIES

CSDBs
Vendor Specific Data

VSDB
DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

DMS
DATABASES
Data
COMPARATIVE ASSESSMEN
TOOL

DECPAC

Assessment
ftetarence F3oo« &>,

FIG. A-1. DECADES project structure.
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Use of Databases and
Computer Tools in
Decision Support
Studies

REPORTS

Pollutant Transport
and Deposition

The DECADES Project

software or other national planning tools.
Some 25 countries have developed a CSDB
that covers a total of more than 2500
electricity generating technologies.
The Health and Environmental Impact of

Energy Systems (HEIES) database covers
power plant and fuel chain impacts. Data
based on direct measurements or modelling
techniques are collected from the available
literature and from case studies.

Analytical software
The DECADES analytical software provides tools for carrying out decision support
studies. The software allows access to the
RTDB and CSDB databases to carry out cost
and environmental analyses at power plant,
electric system and energy chain levels. It is
user friendly with short running times and
extensive reporting capabilities for optimizing electricity generation system expansion
strategies over several decades.

Case studies
Twenty national case studies were carried
out during the project's initial phase,
supported by the IAEA co-ordinated
research programme. The studies identified
electricity generation strategies that could
meet environmental protection objectives,
particularly cost effective reduction of
atmospheric emissions. They indicated that
significant emission reductions could be
obtained through energy chain efficiency
improvements, such as during fuel conversion and transportation, and by promoting
co-generation, particularly where distribution networks already exist for district
heating. Adding pollution control technologies to existing power plants was often
also a cost effective measure for mitigating
environmental impacts. Nuclear power was
clearly a cost effective option for reducing
CO2, and particularly SO2 and NOA.
emissions, in lieu of costly abatement
procedures.
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Nuclear Power Case Studies
France
Since the early 1970s, France has
developed an extensive nuclear power
programme for both security of energy
supply and economic considerations.
Nuclear power is now a basic element of
energy supply with a 76% share of domestic
and a 37% share of total available supply (see
Table A-l). It has decreased reliance on
imported energy, which fell below 50% in
1977.
At the end of 1996, there were 57
operating plants — 55 pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) and 2 fast breeder reactors
(FBRs) — with an installed capacity of some
61 500 MW(e) accounting for nearly 80% of
electricity production. The most recent unit
of 1450 MW(e) was connected to the
electricity grid in early 1997 and two similar
units are under construction. Electricite de

France (EDF), a national utility, is responsible
for operation of all plants.
The accumulated operating experience is
almost 800 reactor-years. The availability
factor of operating plants in 1996 was about
81%, an indication of high performance. The
most recent government study indicates a
continued economic advantage of nuclear
power over both coal and gas for a discount
rate of 5%, with its competitive advantage
decreasing for higher rates (see Table A-2).
In 1995, the nuclear industry contributed
29 billion francs to the balance of payments,
with 18 billion francs through electricity
exports to neighbouring countries and
llbillion through nuclear fuel cycle services
and fossil fuel exports. Since the mid-1970s,
the use of nuclear power has led to a sharp
decrease in total CO2 and SO2 emissions, the
CO2 emissions by a factor of 9 per kW-h (see
Figure A-2).

TABLE A-1. FRENCH ENERGY SUPPLY IN 1993

Primary energy
consumption
Imports
Exports
Change in stocks
Total

Coal

Oil

Gas

6.2

3.3

2.9

9.3

106.8
-17.3

25.7
-0.5

-0.7
-0.2
14.6

Electricity
from hydro
and nuclear

Renewable

Total

15.2
81.7

4.2

113.5
142.6
-33.0

0.8

0.0

-14.5

0.0

0.4

0.8

0.0

0.0

1.0

93.2

28.8

83.3

4.2

224.1
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TABLE A-2. ELECTRICITY GENERATION COST IN FRANCE (operating time of 6000 h/a)

Nuclear

Coal a

Gas b

Year

Investment

Operation

Fuel

R&D

Total

1993 (8% DR)
1997 (8% DR)
1997 (5% DR)
1993 (8% DR)
1997 (8% DR)

13.6

5.6

4.5-6.2

0.4

11.3

5.8

11.7-17.7

—

5.9

2.4

21.1-27.4

—

24.1-25.8
20.7-21.2
16.7-17.2
28.8-34.8
22.7-26.5
19.5-23.9
29.4-35.7
19.1-28.2
18.2-27.2

1993 (8% DR)
1997 (8% DR)
1997 (5% DR)

a

Circulating fluidized bed combustion plant.

b

Combined cycle plant.

Coal alternative to nuclear power
A recent case study carried out through
the DECADES project assessed the economic
and environmental impact of the large
nuclear programme initiated in 1970
compared to an alternative programme that
could have been initiated at the same time. A
large number of factors — including necessary coal mining and harbour development
as well as differing coal technologies and
pollution control devices — along with
investment and operating cost impacts were
considered.
Coal would have supplied some 80% of
energy with a high dependence on imports.
Domestic investment in electricity generation would have been lower and electricity
costs would have been 20% higher. There
would have been negative impacts at the
macro-economic level such as a reduction by
1% in purchasing power, a cumulative
external trade balance deficit and nearly
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100 000 jobs lost. As already indicated, in the
environmental area CO2 and SO2 emissions
would have been sharply higher.

Republic of Korea
With an economic growth rate of some
10% per year, the gross domestic product in
the Republic of Korea increased about fivefold in the period 1970-1995 to more than
$7500, with a corresponding sharp increase
in energy demand that is continuing today.
With limited fossil fuel resources, the country
has since the early 1970s developed a large
nuclear power programme.
Nuclear power is now the major domestic
energy source (see Fig. A-3) with a 36% share
of electricity generation. Electricity consumption per capita — some 3 MWh per
year — is low and should grow rapidly
during the next decades. Nuclear power will
provide much of the increased demand,

Nuclear Power Case Studies
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FIG. A-2. Decreasing C O 2 and S O 2 emissions.
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FIG. A-3. Energy supply.
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FIG. A-4. Energy share for three scenarios.

reducing the dependence on imported fossil
fuels and also providing environmental
benefits.
There are currently 12 operating nuclear
power plants (10 PWRs and 2 pressurized
heavy water reactors (PHWRs)) with 6 units
under construction (4 PWRs and 2 PHWRs).
Nine additional units will be added by 2010,
with the installed nuclear capacity expected
to increase some three-fold. The Korea
Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO), a
national utility, is responsible for operation
of all units. Short construction times and
high average availability — over 87% in 1993
and 1994 — have enhanced the competitiveness of nuclear electricity, which is currently
some 20% cheaper than other sources.

Cost effective approach to emissions
Electricity generation accounted for 20%
of total CO2 emissions in 1994, a relatively
small fraction compared to other countries. A
DECADES case study of the effects of CO2
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taxation and regulatory emission constraints
shows that an increase in the nuclear and
liquefied natural gas share would be a cost
effective approach to constraining CO2
emissions for each of three scenarios examined — a reference, weak and strong taxation
and regulatory approach (see Fig. A-4).
Japan
At the end of 1996, Japan had 53 operating nuclear power units with an installed
capacity of 42 400 MW(e), supplying 34% of
total electricity. Two additional units
(1 boiling water reactor (BWR) and 1 PWR)
with a total capacity of 2100 MW(e) will be in
operation by 1998. The nuclear units are
operated principally by private utilities.
Japan has a large advanced reactor research
and development programme that includes a
demonstration fast breeder reactor along
with research on high temperature gas
cooled reactors, and has built a 30 MW
thermal unit at Oarai.
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FIG. A-6. CO2 emission saving.

Energy supply
A 1994 Ministry of International Trade
and Industry long term energy supplydemand outlook covering the period to 2010

shows that security of supply remains a
major factor for Japan along with economic
competitiveness and environmental protection, particularly through greenhouse gas
emission reductions. Nuclear installed
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capacity is expected to increase from the
current 40 000 MW(e) to at least 70 000 MW(e)
by 2010. The competitiveness of nuclear
power with fossil fuels is well established.
Electricity from renewable energy sources
would be substantially more costly than that
from nuclear power.
In 1994, the electricity shares of fossil,
nuclear power and hydroelectric were 65.3%,
26.8% and 7.9% respectively. The total CO2
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emission from the electricity sector was
312 million tonnes, with nuclear power
avoiding 119 million tonnes (see Fig. A-5). A
recent study by the Japanese Institute of
Energy Economics concluded that decreasing emission levels to 1990 levels by 2010
would require increasing the nuclear installed
capacity from the current 40 000 MW(e)
to 160 000 MW(e), far above the planned
increase to 70 000 MW(e).
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